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New Acquisitions in Americana
June 2021
Inscribed by John Quincy Adams to His First Cousin,
Louisa Catharine Salmon Smith
1. [Adams, John Quincy]: Goodrich, S.G., editor: THE TOKEN AND ATLANTIC SOUVENIR. A CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR’S PRESENT.
Boston: Charles Bowen, 1834. 352pp. plus plates. 19th-century maroon morocco
with elaborately blindstamped boards, spine gilt and elaborately stamped in blind,
a.e.g. Head of spine chipped, upper joint partially split. Minor occasional foxing
to text. Very good. In a maroon half morocco slipcase and chemise, spine gilt.
Presentation copy, inscribed by John Quincy Adams
on the blank cartouche of the engraved presentation
leaf: “Louisa C. Smith from J.Q. Adams.” Adams was
the contributor of an essay entitled “The Plague in
the Forest, A Fable,” printed on pages 199-203 of this
work. Louisa Catharine Smith (1773-1857) was the
daughter of Abigail Adams’ brother, William Smith,
and Louisa Catharine Salmon Smith – and therefore,
John Quincy’s first cousin. The work itself is a collection of stories, poems, musings, and other short
works related to the holidays. At the time the work
was published, Adams was serving Massachusetts in
the House of Representatives, five years after his one
term as President ended in 1829.
This copy last appeared in the market at the Sang Sale
in 1985. A special, familial presentation copy from
the sixth president and current Congressman to his
first cousin.
$8500.

African-American Citizens of Pasadena
Raise Funds for the Local Band
2. [African Americana]: [California]: SOUVENIR PROGRAM BENEFIT
CONCERT FOR PASADENA MUNICIPAL BAND...UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE COLORED CITIZENS OF PASADENA [wrapper title].
[N.p., likely Pasadena. ca. 1927]. 12pp. Pictorial self-wrappers, stapled. Minor
creasing and toning. Very good.
A rare ephemeral program for a concert held at the Rose Bowl on Sunday, September 28 (likely 1927), featuring African-American performers. The program
identifies the origin of the concert: “Learning that the only Professional Community
Musical Organization in Pasadena was making its final stage appearance owing to
lack of funds, we the Colored Citizens of Pasadena, determined to give a benefit
concert for the Pasadena Municipal Band as a matter of civic pride in our City.”
The performers include the band itself, followed by the Etude Ethiopian Chorus
and soloists Cora Leverda Morrow and Mattie Duckett. The Etude Ethiopian
Chorus was managed by Freita Shaw. Both Shaw and Duckett (who was also the
business manager for the group) are pictured on a page describing the Chorus.
There are also committee listings for the Colored Citizens Presentation Committee,
passages regarding the importance of music to the African-American community,
and a program of the songs performed at the benefit concert, including James
Weldon Johnson’s “Life Every Voice and Sing” (described by the NAACP in 1919
as “the Negro national anthem”). The program text is interspersed throughout
with advertisements for local businesses, including the Bickley Printing Company
of Pasadena, who most likely printed the program (the printer always gets an ad
in the local program). OCLC seems to be silent on this publication.
$600.

An Extraordinarily Racist Letter from a Notable Union Army Officer
3. Anderson, Thomas McArthur, Bvt. Lt. Col.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED,
FROM BREVET LIEUTENANT COLONEL THOMAS McARTHUR ANDERSON,
TO “C.P.H.,” REGARDING ANDERSON’S “BANISHMENT” TO RICHMOND
TO COMMAND THE 12th INFANTRY DURING THE OCCUPATION IN THE
SUMMER AFTER THE CIVIL WAR ENDED, WITH STARK OBSERVATIONS
ON AFRICAN AMERICANS]. Richmond, Va. August 16, 1865. [4]pp., on a folded quarto
sheet of lined paper. Original mailing folds. Fine.
An unvarnished letter from Union Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Thomas McArthur Anderson
while in command of the 12th United States Infantry during the occupation of Richmond
in the summer of 1865. Anderson’s letter is illustrative of the racism present among some
Union soldiers and officers during the Civil War and after. Thomas McArthur Anderson
(1836-1917) served with distinction in the Civil War and much later in the Spanish-American
War and the Philippine-American War. From 1866 to 1898, Anderson served for fourteen years in the Ringgold Barracks in Texas, as commander of the Vancouver Barracks in
Washington state, and with the 14th Infantry in Alaska to protect miners at the outset of
the Klondike Gold Rush.
In the present letter, Anderson writes to a fellow officer identified only as “C.P.H.” expressing his displeasure about life in Richmond, paying particular attention to the African
Americans he encounters in the city. The letter begins: “Since you last heard from me I
have been sent into military banishment to this land of goats, broken down mules, free
n****** [asterisks ours], bed bugs & bad whiskey. I try to bear exile from civilization with
resignation & am the better able to do so as my Battalion is in splendid condition & there
is once more a reunion of our regimental officers.”
Anderson then states that many of his fellow officers have either died or left the service, but
there are “many nice fellows” remaining. Anderson bristles at the fact that he is required
to “obey all the senseless commands of a General who is only distinguished for his radical
attachment to the negro interest.” This is most likely a reference to Major General John
W. Turner, who was in charge of occupied Richmond from June 1865 to April 1866, and
who had served with both David Hunter and Benjamin Butler in Louisiana before earning
his own command in Virginia. Both Hunter and Butler achieved widespread notoriety for
their employment of African-American troops during the Civil War.
Anderson continues:
“The negroes here are worse than the plagues of Egypt. They swarm alike through city &
camp. Everywhere you hear their loud laughter see their ugly black faces. The doublebarrelled Africans seem anxious for amalgamation that I have to have them driven from
my camp. Some of the younger officers tell strange stories too about the ladies of the
Southern hospital, to the effect that although they avoid them in public yet that they are
very willing to give them sub-rosa meetings. Indeed I have serious apprehensions that the
command will become sadly demoralized if they remain here.”
Anderson concludes the letter with fairly innocuous mentions of various people and places
from home.
An interesting letter from a noted Union general expressing his baldly racist feelings about
African Americans in Richmond just after the Civil War.
$1500.

Early American Atlas, with Maps of the West
Just as Lewis and Clark Were Departing
4. Arrowsmith, Aaron, and Samuel Lewis: A NEW AND ELEGANT GENERAL ATLAS. COMPRISING ALL THE NEW DISCOVERIES, TO THE
PRESENT TIME; CONTAINING SIXTY-THREE MAPS, DRAWN BY
ARROWSMITH AND LEWIS. Boston: Thomas and Andrews, October 1, 1805.
Title-leaf, index leaf, sixty-three maps (three folding). Quarto. Contemporary half
calf and marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt. Boards scuffed, rubbed, and edgeworn. Hinges tender, first few leaves creased. Mostly minor foxing throughout.
Overall, a very good copy.
An early 19th-century American atlas, first published in the United States the
previous year in Philadelphia. Thomas and Andrews also issued Boston editions
of the work in 1812 and 1819. The titlepage states that this edition was “intended
to accompany the new improved edition of Morse’s Geography, but equally well
calculated to be used with any former edition, with his gazetteer, or any other
geographical work.” The atlas includes maps of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa,
New Holland, and North and South America. Maps for individual European
countries, the United States, and specific states and territories of the U.S. are
also included. Separate maps are also provided for the West Indies and British
dominions in North America and South America.
The American maps include significant depictions of the American West, including Louisiana (Wheat 259), British Possessions in America (Wheat 260), Spanish
Dominions in North America (Wheat 261), and North America (Wheat 262).
Wheat says collectively of these maps: “When considered together the four afford a remarkably clear epitome of the knowledge of the West at the moment
when Meriwether Lewis and William Clark were poised for the take-off of their
history-making expedition.”
A nice copy of a popular and early American atlas, in a contemporary binding,
rarely met with in the trade.
WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 259, 260, 261, 262. RUMSEY CATALOGUE
2436 (1804 ed). PHILLIPS, ATLASES 708. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 8972.
$4500.

communities during an important period in the area’s development.

Marvelous Images of Southern California
5. [California]: Chapin, Lou V.: ART WORK ON SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. San Francisco & Chicago: California Photogravure Co., 1900. Twelve parts.
24pp., plus 130 photogravures on 109 leaves. Folio. Original green cloth-backed
textured burgundy leatherette wrappers, foredges reinforced with same green
cloth, gilt title on front wrapper. Minor wear to upper or lower edges of a few
volumes. Occasional light offsetting to margins (images not affected). Bindings
very good; plates near fine.
A wonderful, complete set of the “Art Work” series for Southern California, with
many striking views, from Santa Barbara to San Diego, and from the beaches to
the Inland Empire. It is a marvelous record of Los Angeles and numerous small

Like many sets in this series, the majority of plates depict recently constructed
civic buildings such as schools, churches, hospitals, etc., as well as landscaped
public spaces and expanding agricultural
scenes. Although citrus farming was
already a major industry and immigration was booming, these scenes show
Southern California “before”: before
the movie industry, the freeways, etc.
Notable in this collection are lovely
photogravure images of the State Normal School, Los Angeles (in 1919 it
became the southern branch of the University of California); the College of Liberal
Arts building (“Old College”) at the University of Southern California; the A.K.
Smiley Public Library in Redlands; the Los Angeles County Court House (the
first building built as a courthouse in L.A.); and shots of several streets in and
around downtown Los Angeles, including tree-lined Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood – then still a dirt road. A brief text authored (and signed in facsimile) by
Lou V. Chapin promotes Southern California as a land happily blending a modern
and industrialized region with lush parks and gardens, abundant agriculture, and
long beaches, but it’s the exquisite images that close the deal.
This set has only appeared once at auction in recent years, and is scarce in the
trade. OCLC lists seventeen copies, the majority held by California institutions. A
fantastic visual record of California’s “Southland” on the cusp of a boom in growth.
OCLC 20876322, 13326640.
$1750.

An engaging and remarkably well-preserved album recording over a year in the life of a large and jovial Church
of the Brethren family from Pasadena. Most photos
are captioned in white pencil, often with location and
date, but rarely identifying the people photographed;
some photos also include a date stamp, including month
and day.
Although the identity of the skilled amateur photographer
is not revealed, the families featured appear to be part of
one of the large migrations of the Brethren to Southern
California. In search of cheap, fertile land, the Brethren
typically migrated west in groups, by which they could
more easily hold on to their faith and lifestyle, while at
the same time winning converts by demonstrating their
prosperous communities and godly lives. One of the
families may be the Snyders, as two photos of a house
labeled “752 Hull St., Pasadena” matches the address
of one J.S. Snyder in The Brethren Family Almanac for
1908. There is also a photo labeled “Watkins Family at
122 N. Hudson,” and while that address is not found in
the Almanac, there is a T.J. Watkins listed with a post
office box in Los Angeles.
The album follows the family on an extensive tour of
Southern California – from the mountains to the beach
to the desert. The album begins with a number of
photos of the extended family in various poses, groupings, and settings around a house in Pasadena. Some of
the family group photos are repeated shots, with only
minor changes in composition.

Album of Photographs Assembled by a Church of the Brethren
Family in Southern California
6. [California Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM FEATURING
VIEWS THROUGHOUT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, INCLUDING
SCENES FROM THE 1906 ROSE PARADE AND OF SEVERAL SMALL
COMMUNITIES]. [Pasadena, Los Angeles, Long Beach, and elsewhere, described below. ca. 1905-1906]. 103 silver gelatin photographs, from 1¼ x 1 to
4¾ x 5 inches, mounted to album leaves. Oblong octavo album. Limp textured
calf. Some wear and rubbing. One or two smudges to captions, photographs in
excellent condition overall. Very good.

The tour begins with a Fourth of July picnic in Eaton
Canyon, in the foothills just above Pasadena; views of
and from Mt. Wilson, including a man riding a burro;
the Pasadena Library; San Gabriel Mission; Hotel Green, Pasadena; Pasadena
High School (at Euclid and Sierra Madre); and the train station at Lordsburg
(a Brethren settlement, now La Verne). Interspersed are six photos of floats in
the 1906 Tournament of Roses Parade. There are also views of the Salt Lake
Railroad Station and other scenes of downtown Long Beach, including the Bath
House; a shack near Redlands; the Riverside Cactus Garden; a bridge over Devil’s
Gate Reservoir; the hotels Raymond and Maryland, both in Pasadena; the Ocean
Park Bath House on Christmas Day, 1905; Port Los Angeles Railway Station;
the First Brethren Church in Los Angeles, and the Baptist Brethren Church on
Hull Street in Pasadena. There are also several photos of the grand houses on
Orange Grove Boulevard in Pasadena.
An exceptional vernacular photograph album of Southern California.

$1850.

The George Brinley-Brayton Ives Copy

His library was sold at a series of sales
between 1879 and 1893. Brayton Ives,
a graduate of Yale, was commissioned a
brigadier general during the Civil War
and was subsequently very active on Wall
Street, where he was elected president of
the New York Stock Exchange in 1877.
Ives himself built a significant collection
of Americana, and was an active participant at the Brinley sales, where he bought
this copy, in 1878, for $1.75. It sold at the 1891 sale of Ives’ books for $6.

7. Charlevoix, Pierre François-Xavier: JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE TO
NORTH-AMERICA...CONTAINING THE GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION AND NATURAL HISTORY OF THAT COUNTRY, PARTICULARLY
CANADA. TOGETHER WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE CUSTOMS,
CHARACTERS, RELIGION, MANNERS AND TRADITIONS OF THE
ORIGINAL INHABITANTS.... London: Printed for R. and J. Dodsley..., 1761.
Two volumes. viii,382; viii,380,[22]pp., plus folding map and 4pp. of advertisements. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked with antique gilt-extra spine, leather
labels. Corners worn. Some offsetting onto the map. Internally clean. Overall
very good. Lacks the half titles.

Charlevoix was sent to Canada by the Jesuits at the age of twenty-three. After
four years of missionary work, he returned to France, whereupon he accepted the
commission for this trip from the regent of France. During 1720-22 he travelled
in the Great Lakes region and down the Mississippi. Although his trip was publicly stated to be for the purpose of inspecting interior posts and settlements, he
was actually under orders to seek out information relating to the existence of a
passage to the Pacific via continental North America. During his travels, Charlevoix questioned the Sioux and traders he found returning to the Mississippi via
the Missouri River. Although he hoped to return up the Mississippi in 1723, he
fell ill at Biloxi and was forced to return to France from there.

This is the George Brinley-Brayton Ives copy, with their bookplates from their
sales in 1879 and 1891. Brinley was one of the greatest American book collectors
of all time, and he amassed an astounding collection of books from dealers, at
auction, and by travelling throughout New England and “scouting” for himself.

“...One of the most interesting of 18th century travel books” – Graff.
HOWES C308, “b.” GRAFF 651. SABIN 12139. CLARK I:60. FIELD 283.
SERVIES 419. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 758. BRINLEY SALE (this copy)
78. IVES SALE (this copy) 166. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 5 (note).
$4000.

with small separations starting a most folds (no loss of text), one-inch seal tear
to left margin (no text affected), else very good.
A friendly and informative letter from Philadelphia merchant, Lewis Cist, to his
brother, Jacob Cist, prominent naturalist and coal entrepreneur. In between updates on various investments he and his brother are involved in with an individual
named Ritter (and money he owes Jacob), Lewis recounts: “We have just been
watching a procession in commemoration of the acquisition of Louisiana. All of
our volunteers, infantry, foot, horse, artillery, the governor, followed by the councils the Cincinnati, the Incorporated Cordwainers with an 8 gallon shoe & flags
with the names of the states...[obscured]...&c. It made a very good app[earance?]
& lasted from the beginning to end abt. 3/4 hours.” Popular opinion on the
Louisiana Purchase was mixed, and so the government was keen to promote the
country’s profound expansion, along with great potential of Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark’s Corps of Discovery Expedition, which launched from Camp
Dubois just two days after the date on this letter.

A
Parade in Philadelphia Celebrates the Louisiana Purchase
8. Cist, Lewis: [Louisiana Purchase]: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED,
FROM LEWIS CIST TO HIS BROTHER, JACOB CIST, REGARDING
A PHILADELPHIA PARADE CELEBRATING THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE]. Philadelphia. May 12, 1804. [1]p. autograph letter, signed, on a folio
sheet, with address panel and docketing on verso. Remains of wax seal. Old folds,

Jacob Cist (1783-1823) was born in Philadelphia, son of printer Charles Cist. A
man of varied interests and activities, Jacob starting by working in his father’s
printing establishment, which was then the official government printer for John
Adams’ administration. In 1800, as the capital moved from Philadelphia to Washington, his father opened a new printing house in Washington, D.C., and Jacob
became manager, as well as acquiring a clerkship in the U.S. Post Office. From
there, he was appointed the first postmaster of Wilkes-Barre in 1808, as well as
co-founding the Wilkes-Barre Bridge Company and Luzerne County Agricultural
Society, and serving as Luzerne County treasurer. The Cist family was already
involved in coal, and he inherited shares in the Lehigh Coal Mine Company. In
time, he became a leading advocate for the commercial production of anthracite
coal, as well as inventing and patenting an anthracite heating stove, since anthracite
was difficult to ignite in existing stoves. This was helped in part by coal shortages
during the War of 1812, as British blockades prevented the shipment of Virginia
bituminous coal to Philadelphia. Jacob was also a avid naturalist and geologist.
As an early contributor to the American Journal of Science and Arts (the longestrunning scientific journal in the U.S.), he began a correspondence with Adolphe
Brongniart, an important French paleontologist. Jacob’s letters, pamphlets, maps,
specimens, drawings and watercolors both promoted his commercial coal-mining
interests and helped establish correlations between American and European coal
deposits through their fossils. Jacob’s papers are now at the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Drexel University.
Lewis Cist (d.1806) was a merchant and investor, and may have gone on to equally
diverse and distinguished achievement, had he not died suddenly in 1806 on a
voyage back to Philadelphia. Probate records note that he had not created a will;
existing paperwork on the settlement of his estate was administered by Jacob Ritter
(possibly the same Ritter mentioned in this letter), and signed by his mother Mary.
Cist, Lewis. Files, No. 159-224 (Book K, p.253), 1806. Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) Register of Wills. Jacob Cist correspondence and documents, 1794-1829.
ANSP-Coll-0152. Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University.
$950.

Important, Early Colorado Directory
9. [Colorado Directory]: Wallihan, S.S., compiler: THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
DIRECTORY AND COLORADO GAZETTEER, FOR 1871.... Denver: S.S.
Wallihan & Co., [1870]. 442pp., plus [7]pp. of ads at the front, [59]pp. of ads at the
rear, and [144]pp. of ads interspersed in the text. Original blue cloth stamped in
gilt. Minor edge wear and light soiling to boards. Internally clean. Very good plus.
This directory, here in its first year of publication, is an extremely detailed compendium of information and statistics on virtually every aspect of Colorado territory, covering its history, geography and geology, natural resources, etc. “This
Directory gives useful information on the early territorial history of Colorado,
including the various conventions and forms of government in the early days,
railroads, colonization, and early mining” – Streeter. The volume also includes
an accurate directory for Denver, Golden City, Black Hawk, Central City, Nevada,
Idaho, Georgetown, Greeley, Colorado City, Pueblo, Trinidad, etc. An appendix
for the Denver directory includes the noted western artist, A.E. Mathews (who
had recently published Gems of Rocky Mountain Scenery), and the Chinese tea
dealer, Tang Fee. This text is further supplemented by more than 200 pages of
advertisements for local businesses. A more useful and comprehensive guide to
pre-statehood Colorado would be difficult to find.
Though published in Denver by Samuel Wallihan (who also edited the work),
this book was printed in Chicago, and is therefore also an example of a Chicago
ante-fire imprint. However, it is not listed in the American Imprints Inventory list
of Ante-Fire Imprints, nor is it in Eberstadt, Graff, or Decker. Howell paid $110
for the Streeter copy in 1969.
HOWES C611. WYNAR 1905, 3794. SABIN 72459. STREETER SALE 4280.
$2000.

Cranch’s Reports of Supreme Court Cases,
with Marbury vs. Madison and Numerous Other Critical Cases
10. Cranch, William: REPORTS OF CASES ARGUED AND ADJUDGED
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.... Washington,
New York & Flatbush. 1804-1817. Nine volumes. Modern dark blue half morocco
and cloth, spines gilt. Contemporary ownership inscriptions on initial leaves of
two volumes. Library stamps on titlepages. Moderate tanning and foxing. Very
good overall.
A very rare and important set, here present in first editions throughout. Because
of its publication over a period of fourteen years in three different cities with
three different printers, a complete set of Cranch’s Supreme Court Reports is
virtually impossible to obtain.
The Reports give accounts of cases before the Supreme Court from 1801 to 1815,
during which time Cranch was reporter of the Court. According to the DAB,
“These reports have always been highly regarded for their clarity and accuracy,
and are of great importance since they contain a large number of Chief Justice
Marshall’s most vital opinions on fundamental constitutional problems.” These
include Marbury vs. Madison, reported in the first volume, and probably about
350 cases in total.
The reports begin with John Marshall’s first term as Chief Justice, and continue
through 1815, covering just under one half of Marshall’s tenure in charge of the
Supreme Court, and therefore contain accounts of many cases fundamental to
the power of the court and the manner in which it interpreted the Constitution.
The most famous of these is Marbury vs. Madison, decided in 1803, in which the
court ruled that it could not order James Madison as Secretary of State to deliver
a commission to William Marbury, invalidating part of the Judiciary Act of 1789,
and thereby creating the concept of judicial review that immediately became one
of the central functions of the Supreme Court. Rendering the majority opinion
in that case, Marshall wrote:
“It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what
the law is. Those who apply the rule to particular cases, must of necessity expound and interpret that rule. If two laws conflict with each other, the courts
must decide on the operation of each....The judicial power of the United States
extends to all cases arising under the constitution.”
Other notable cases contained here include Stuart v. Laird, another case related
to the Judiciary Act of 1801 and the Midnight Appointments of John Adams,
decided just a few weeks after Marbury, which affirmed the ability of Congress
to create and abolish lower level federal courts, and which refuted the claim
that judicial decisions were enforceable only by the court that made them. An
1804 decision in a case related to maritime shipping during the Quasi War with
France, Little v. Barreme, ruled that the President of the United States does not

have any power or authority to ignore an act of Congress. The Strawbridge v.
Curtiss decision in 1806 established the concept that parties in a federal suit had
to be from different states.
During this period the Supreme Court also established its authority to determine
the constitutionality of state laws. In the 1810 case Fletcher v. Peck, which arose
out the various issues surrounding the Yazoo land claims in Georgia at the end
of the 18th century, the court ruled unconstitutional a state law that repealed the
act allowing the sale of the Yazoo lands to individuals on that grounds that the
original sales represented binding contracts. In this case, Marshall wrote: “The
legislature of Georgia could not revoke a grant once executed. It had no right to
declare the law void; that is the exercise of a judicial, not a legislative function.
It is the province of the judiciary to say what the law is, or what is was. The
legislature can only say what the law shall be.”
William Cranch, the compiler of the reports, was a distinguished jurist in his
own right. Born in Massachusetts, he was the son of Abigail Adams’ sister, and
a classmate of John Quincy Adams, his cousin, at Harvard. His uncle appointed
him to the United States district court shortly before leaving the Presidency.
Although he was a staunch Federalist, Jefferson made Cranch chief justice of the
District of Columbia in 1805, a post he held for the next fifty years. The pressure
of his own court work caused Cranch to cease producing Supreme Court reports
after publishing his final volume in 1817.
The Cranch reports were reprinted in Philadelphia by Carey & Lea in 1830-34,
and Sabin cites only that set (the reports have of course been reprinted since in
U.S. Reports), while Shaw and Shoemaker cite only the first volume, not noting
any of the others.
A most important set, basic to the history of the Supreme Court and American
constitutional law, containing contemporary accounts of many landmark cases of
the Marshall Court, and extremely rare as a complete run of the original edition.
DAB IV, p.502. SABIN 17390 (ref). SHAW & SHOEMAKER 6096 (vol. 1 only).
GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 26 (specifically for Marbury vs. Madison in Vol.
I).
$20,000.

The Rebel Government of Cuba Abolishes Slavery in 1869
11. [Cuba]: [Slavery]: DECRETO No. 54. ASAMBLEA DE REPRESENTANTES DEL CENTRO ABOLICION DE LA ESCLAVITUD...[caption
title]. Camagüey, Cuba. February 26, 1869. Pictorial letterpress broadside, 18½
x 13 inches. Numbered “54” in manuscript, bearing the embossed red seal of the
Republica Cubana, and signed in ink by Salvador Cisneros y Betancourt, Eduardo Agramonte, Ignacio Agramonte Loyn áz, Francisco Sánchez y Betancourt
and Antonio Zambrana Old horizontal folds, minor creasing, handful of small
edge chips. Small hole in bottom margin just touching one ink signature. Very
good condition.
A rare and significant pictorial Cuban decree from the provisional rebel government abolishing slavery on the part of the island they controlled, issued by the
radical faction of the Cuban nationalists fighting against Spanish rule in the first
months of the Ten Years’ War.
This proclamation is illustrated with a dramatic woodcut signed “LFR” depicting
an ill-clad but exultant freed slave and a rebel celebrating in front of the Cuban
flag. This decree stipulated freedom for all the enslaved people of Cuba, in hopes
that they would join the revolutionary struggle. The decree also provided for
eventual compensation to slaveholders, and ordered that freed individuals must
serve the revolution either through military service or by continuing with their
previous work. Among the important leaders who signed the present document
were Salvador Cisneros y Betancourt (as president, just below the printed text)
and Ignacio Agramonte y Loynáz (as secretary, to the left of the engraving).
The practical effect of this decree was modest, as the rebels only controlled limited territory before their ultimate defeat, and their territory was generally under
the control of more conservative military commanders, but such a proclamation
joined a growing chorus of abolitionist sentiment in Cuba, which finally realized
the end of slavery in 1886. A powerful statement of anti-slavery policy in mid19 th-century Cuba, with a striking illustration of a jubilant slave celebrating his
short-lived freedom. Rare, with no copies recorded in OCLC.
$6500.

Waco for the Visitor or Settler
12. Cutter, Charles: CUTTER’S GUIDE TO THE CITY OF WACO,
TEXAS [wrapper title]. [St. Louis: Sanders Eng. Co., 1894]. 72pp. Stapled into
modern grey cardstock. Original pictorial front wrapper (rear wrapper lacking).
Minor chipping to front wrapper. Moderate occasional dampstaining, small hole
in two leaves, tape repair to one leaf, a handful of short closed marginal tears.
Overall good condition.
A rare promotional guide to the city of Waco, highlighting the virtues and assets of
the central Texas town for new settlers. The work was written by Charles Cutter,
a notable author of other southern city guides for Hot Springs and Eureka Springs,
Arkansas and Mineral Wells, Texas. The present guide includes descriptions of
the artesian water and thermal baths of Waco, a description of Padgett’s Park
Natatorium (which also sponsored the work according to a notice on the front
wrapper), entries on various hotels, sections on Waco’s financial benefits (including
the cotton market), the manufacturing sector of the city (including mills and other
businesses), the schools of Waco (mainly Baylor and Waco Female College), and
numerous other local institutions of commerce. The guide is well illustrated with
photographs, photographic collages, and engravings or lithographs after photos
featuring a wide swath of buildings, interiors, city views, and more around Waco.
Finally, the guide is interspersed with advertisements for local businesses, from
the Waco Furniture Company to the Waco Evening News.
Exceedingly rare, with only one copy in OCLC, at Baylor.
OCLC 19046100.

$1250.

Dale R. Dalgas (1928-2001) enlisted
in the United States Army in October
1950 at the age of twenty-two. He
served with Medical Company 179th
RCT, 45th Infantry Division in Japan
and Korea between 1950 and 1952. The
45th Infantry Division was first tasked
with showing force to the Soviet Union
from Hokkaido, in order to prevent a
potential Soviet invasion of Japan, then
moved on to relieve the First Cavalry
Division in central Korea in late 1951
and early 1952. Dalgas wrote the majority of the letters in the present archive
from various combat zones on or near
the front lines in Korea, mainly to his
parents in Corvallis, Oregon. Dalgas
details Army life, encountering Japanese
and Korean people, the casualties of war
in Korea, his purchase of foreign wares
in Asia, his experiences as a practicing
photographer, and much more. The
diaries, photographs, realia, and other
ephemeral material help to round out
the archive, presenting a larger picture
of Dalgas’s war experience.

An Oregon Medic Serving in the Korean War
13. Dalgas, Dale R.: [ARCHIVE OF LETTERS, DIARIES, MILITARY OBJECTS, AND EPHEMERAL MATERIAL BY OR RELATING TO CORPORAL DALE DALGAS, WRITTEN AND COLLECTED WHILE SERVING
IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY’S 45th INFANTRY MEDICAL COMPANY DURING THE KOREAN WAR]. [Various locations, including Camp
Polk, La.; Hokkaido, Japan; and several unnamed locations in Korea. October
30, 1950 – September 5, 1952]. Approximately 115 autograph letters, signed;
two manuscript diaries; three photographs; dog tags; two medic buttons; two
medic badges; 7th Infantry Regiment Unit Crest; United Nations Korea service
ribbon; a United States Korea service ribbon; medic armband with a red cross; a
large banner; a propaganda leaflet; assorted family papers, and a commemorative
wooden plaque. All items except for the plaque housed in a wooden telescope
box. Overall very good.
An uncommon and highly interesting archive consisting of over a hundred letters
and other material written or collected by Corporal Dale Dalgas, a United States
Army Medic serving in Korea during the Korean War.

The most important portion of Dalgas’s archive is his collection of letters (most of
which are accompanied by their original transmittal envelopes) which encompass
the whole of Dalgas’s time in the war from training to his return home. Any
quotations from the letters below have retained Dalgas’s rather creative spelling
habits. Dalgas’s early letters come from his training ground at Camp Polk, Louisiana. In his first letter, Dalgas lets his parents know that he has been assigned
to the heavy weapons division, and asks them to check in on his conscientious
objector status with the draft board. In November, he asks for a transfer to a
“non combat unit,” and by the end of the month receives news that he has been
assigned to the “Medical Co.” Dalgas is stationed at Camp Polk through the end
of March, and his letters from there touch on subjects such as the other soldiers
he meets, supplies he needs, side trips to Texas, bivouacs and training sessions
in which he participates, vaccinating fellow officers and other medical training,
and he often asks about his family, which he also does throughout the course of
his correspondence.
On March 26, 1951, Dalgas informs his parents that he will be on his way the
next day to Korea on a troop ship, “on the longest trip I have ever been on,
some 9,800 miles.” He provides a detailed description of his travels through the
Panama Canal, briefly to San Diego, and on to Japan. By May, Dalgas was living

in a tent (and later a Quonset hut) in Hokkaido, Japan.
His letter of May 11 contains interesting information
about the local “Japs” and “Comunious” [Communists].
In his next letter, he states that “It is my belief that
we will be stationed hear permanently to defend this
Island against a possible Russian invasion because if
Russia gets this Island everything in the Far East is
lost.” This sentiment echoes fairly well the entire
reasoning behind the Korean War itself – the spread
of communism through the “Domino Effect.”
While in Japan, in the Hokkaido towns of Chitose and
Eniwa, Dalgas sees variety shows, shops in local markets,
attends church, writes much about his photographic
equipment (at one point, he writes that “Photography is my main pastime”), and participates in military
maneuvers and bivouacs. In mid-July, Dalgas writes:
“Mother, their is a good looking Japinese girl working
in the PX that interests me. What would you say if I
brought one back with me. Of course the chances are
slim.” An interesting passage in his August 21, 1951
letter refers to the notion of showing “sex films” to
members of the Army, which the chaplains had recently
forbidden. Dalgas mentions the infamous 1945 exploitation sex film Mom and Dad (though he incorrectly
writes Mother & Dad), which became notorious mostly
for its depiction of two live births. Dalgas claims the
movie would cause his fellow soldiers to “wise up” to the potential consequences
of sex in a foreign environment. He then follows this passage with a musing on
the nature of God, war, and good, and evil, concluding: “The judgement of the
world may be bast on its wars. We of this country may not only be fighting for
our lives & our country but for the survival of the hole human race.”
By early September, Dalgas was stationed at Camp Crawford in Hokkaido. Here,
he writes much about camp life, details training experience with tear gas and
amphibious landings (the latter in two long letters), and writes most eagerly
about his interest in photography, often writing about cameras, or mentioning
rolls of film he has shot and sent home or empty rolls he has received from his
parents. In his letter of November 26, Dalgas writes that his parents have likely
heard by then that “the 45th is leaving for Korea soon. It is my guess that they
are sending us their to act as an occupation force if their is a peace signal within
a month. If not we will more than likely see a little action. I pray for peace.”
A few days later, on December 1, Dalgas tells his parents not to worry about his
deployment to Korea, “if it be God’s will.” He also mentions that he has talked
with soldiers who have already been to Korea, and the information “is better than
I anticipated...medics dont need guns for protection but they can have them if it
will put their minds at ease.”

Dalgas’s letter postmarked December 18 relates the
news that he is officially on his way to Korea, and in
his letter dated the next day, he reports to his parents
that “I am in Korrea now...we are not on the front lines
but will be soon....I might say it isn’t as bad as you
might think. You know that in the last three days of
fighting we have had no KIA – killed in action on the
holl Korean front.” Dalgas mentions that there is not
much fighting at the moment, as the two sides are largely
waiting on the results of peace talks, although by his
last letter of 1951, he does mention that two members
of his regiment were killed on a recent scouting party.
Dalgas was assigned two main duties during his initial
time in Korea – mail man and regimental barber. He
makes regular mentions of both duties in subsequent
letters, and even thinks he may work as a professional
barber when he gets out of the service. While in Korea,
he also writes more about his photography activities,
going to movies, and muses over the nature of fear
and faith. Dalgas also talks about seeing dead Chinese
soldiers on a hillside, about an occasional “red alert
that means enemy planes or unidentified planes,” the
reception of wounded soldiers by the medical corps,
writes to female pen pals in foreign countries, and
constantly writes about sending items home that he
bought at the PX, among other pursuits.
In early February, Dalgas records his impressions of Korea: “We are in some
beautiful country now. It reminds me of California. Its a lot like the country
they take cowboy movies in. Did you know that the Korians burrie their dead in
a sitting position. You can see mounds all around on the hill sides. They believe
that their dead can look over them better that way.”
He also writes an interesting passage on an African-American soldier in his unit
on February 9: “We have a collord boy named Stacker. He has been giving us a
lot of trouble latly. He must have a complex of some kind because he won’t do
any thing. He complains of headakes but that is not true all our doctors have
looked at him and he even has been back to a hospital. They all say their is nothing wrong with him. He could have got an undesirable discharge if he hadn’t
been so obstinate but now they are puling him in for a General Court Marshal.
The worst you can git. I don’t know what you can do with a person like him.
He won’t lisson to reason so he just makes things worse for himself. Everyone
has tried to be reasonable with him but its no use. Now he’s getting the works.”
By late February, Dalgas reports that he will soon be sent to the front lines, “where
the 279th was.” In this same letter, he records that “We had a helicopter evacuation today, a boy shot himself with a captured pistol. Of course we all got our
cameras out to take some pictures of the helicopter.” In an interesting passage

from one of his late February letters, Dalgas writes
about a morbid practice among his fellow soldiers:
“Being a medical company we take an interest in the
human body. Some of the boys are sending home
human skulls, either for medical study or just for
souveneers. How would you like one. ‘ha ha!!!’”
In mid-March, Dalgas describes his living environment: “I am now living in a bunker that is cut a
little ways in the side of a hill. The top is covered
with logs and dirt. Inside we have our beds duble
bunked on one side on the other side we have the
maps and library. I have my desk at the head of my
bed. In the center we have our make shift stove.”
He also reveals that he is stationed eight miles from
the front lines, and that the mountains in Korea
provide ample protection from being easily attacked.
In April, he complains that “Most of the Korrians
have left us to go back and do some work in the
rear areas so we have to pull K.P. now.”
Though he spent most of his time in the medical
corps as a mail distributor and barber, Dalgas was
inevitably close to some of the medical action. In
late April, he writes: “It seems that we have as many
casualtys by accident as by fighting. We had two fellows in the medics shoot
themselves throu the legs with 45s and the other leg in some company a 45 went
off and shot a boy throu the jaw. I watched Captain Bruce perform a trachial
on him – that is to make a hole in his throat so he can breathe. He was having
an offal time breathing and it was the only thang they could do. He could have
drownded in his own blood. It is a very simple operation that can save a man’s
life.” He also reports in mid May on a number of men in the medical corps who
were killed “instantly whyal they were doing their job as aid men.”
Dalgas relays on May 13 that he has finally made corporal. A few weeks later,
he and his unit were assigned to reserve duty. Almost as quickly, his unit was
sent back to the front because, “It seems someone thought we needed several
more hills on the lines before we went back into Army reserves. As a result we
have lost a lot of men. Our medical company has lost two medics and have had
about 8 wounded. We have had several rifle companys almost completely wiped
out in one Regiment and it has been even worse with the 180th whom we had to
replace....War is not like what you see in the movies – all the clock work precision isn’t there. They say it is gist one big mass of confusion. Our men are even
killing our own men. The air force bombed our own position and killed our own
men....” He also comments on the enemy: “I have seen what we are fighting.
We have had some of their casualtys come throu our aid station. You can put
them on a cot and put a blanket over them and not even know their was anyone
on it. One of the chinese I seen was about 19 years old and weighed about 95
pounds. They stink and are filthy. They look like they were little more than

machines in the comunoust hands to produce war.
They will probably do anything for something to
eat and when we capture them they are vary eager
to tock. They tell all.”
Dalgas and his regiment are moved permanently to
reserve duty in mid-July, arriving “about 5 miles
south of ‘Yanggu’ near the Hwack’on Reservoir”
on July 16. He describes traveling through “a few
towns or what were towns because their is nothing
left of them now.” He spends the remainder of
his service time in reserve in Korea or on “R&R”
in Osaka, Japan. Dalgas calculates that during his
time in the Army, he has “spent only 5½ months
in the U.S. 8½ months in Japan and 9¾ months
in Korea. I will have about 18 months overseas I
think that’s being away from the States and home
long enough.” His last few letters describe the
initial process home, but he cannot resist one more
jab at the Korean people: “You should see the replacement companys we have been in, acualy you
would think we were in prison the way they have
bobuire [barbed wire] fences around them. Its for
our protection tho. The Korians would steel us
blind if they had the chance.”
In addition to the letters, there are also two manuscript diaries present here, which
Dalgas seems to have employed more as notebooks rather than to record daily
events. The content in these diaries is sparse, but understandably contains more
personal thoughts than he records in his letters. Despite his seemingly prolific
photographic output indicated in his letters, the present collection only includes
three photographs, which were all likely taken by Dalgas. The photos show a
group of American G.I.s boarding a DC-3, a sign for the American Forces Korea
Network broadcasting station, and a Korean market.
The letters, diaries, and three photographs are supplemented by a collection of
artifacts from Dalgas’ service time in the Army. These include his dog tags; two
medic buttons; two medic badges; 7th Infantry Regiment Unit Crest; United
Nations Korea service ribbon; a United States Korea service ribbon; medic armband with a red cross; a large banner; a propaganda leaflet; and a commemorative
wooden plaque. The large color banner was specially made for Dalgas (likely in
Japan), with a caricature of him along with his name, rank, serial number, and
unit along with a map of Japan and other decorative features. The four-page
leaflet is a rare, original Christmas Card-style propaganda piece from “The Korean People’s Army – The Chinese People’s Volunteers” addressed to American
Soldiers, wishing for peace amongst the opposing forces
An interesting collection of original correspondence and material from a young
Oregon medic serving in Japan and Korea during the Korean War.
$3500.

Handsome Map of Newport, Rhode Island,
with Distinguished Provenance
14. Des Barres, Joseph Frederick Wallet: A PLAN OF THE TOWN OF
NEWPORT. IN THE PROVINCE OF RHODE ISLAND. [London]: J.F.W.
Des Barres, Novr. 1, 1781. Engraved map with original color wash. Matted to 30½
x 22¼ inches, framed to 37 x 28¾ inches. Repair to one small hole at center left
(not affecting text or image). The original green coloring of the land naturally
oxidized to a greenish-brown. A few spots of light foxing, light even tanning.
Very good.
An attractive copy – unsophisticated and with original color – of the fifth state
of J.F.W. Des Barres’ detailed view of Newport, Rhode Island, dated Nov. 1,
1781 and with page number “*14” engraved at the top right border. The map
is oriented with north to the left. In the upper panel is the town plan, which
depicts streets, wharves, public buildings, churches, windmills, fortifications,
vegetation, and clear representations of relief. The lower panel contains fifty-two
locations (“Wharfs,” “Public Buildings,” and “Streets”) keyed to numbers on the
plan itself. The first printing of the plan, likely based on a survey by Charles
Blaskowitz in 1774 or 1775, first appeared in Des Barres’ The Atlantic Neptune
in 1776, and was reprinted a number of times. This state originally appeared as
plate 14 in Vol. 2, Pt. 2.
Newport was the largest of the four original settlements of the Colony of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations. By the time of the Revolution, it was one of
the leading whaling ports in North America, and maintained a practical monopoly
on the production of sperm oil. Newport was also a major port for the slave trade
in colonial and early America, and a major center in the “triangle trade” in which
sugar and molasses produced by enslaved workers in the Caribbean was shipped
to Rhode Island and distilled into rum, which was then carried to West Africa and
exchanged for newly enslaved workers. By 1764, Rhode Island had over thirty
rum distilleries, twenty-two of which were located in Newport.
Joseph Des Barres (1721-1824), of Swiss-Huguenot extraction, studied under the
great mathematician, Daniel Bernoulli, at the University of Basel before continuing
on to the Royal Military College at Woolwich. Upon the outbreak of hostilities
with France in 1756, he joined the British Royal American Regiment as a military engineer. He came to the attention of Gen. James Wolfe, who appointed
him to Wolfe’s personal detail. During this period Des Barres also worked with
the future legendary explorer, James Cook, on a monumental chart of the St.
Lawrence River. From 1762, Des Barres was enlisted to survey the coastlines of
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, while his colleague,
Samuel Holland, charted the New England coast. He also managed to gain access to some surveys of the American South, Cuba, and Jamaica. In 1774, Des
Barres returned to England where he began work on The Atlantic Neptune. His
dedication to the project was so strong that he continually updated and added new

charts and views, often at his own expense, until 1784. That year he returned to
Canada, where he remained for the next forty years, becoming a senior political
figure and a wealthy land owner, and living to the advanced age of 103.
The Atlantic Neptune, the most celebrated sea atlas, contained the first systematic
survey of the east coast of North America. Des Barres’ synergy of great empirical
accuracy with the peerless artistic virtue of his aquatint views, created a work that
“has been described as the most splendid collection of charts, plates and views
ever published” (National Maritime Museum Catalogue). Upon the conclusion of
the Seven Years’ War, Britain’s empire in North America was greatly expanded,
and this required the creation of a master atlas featuring new and accurate sea
charts for use by the Royal Navy. Des Barres was charged with this Herculean
task, publishing the first volume in London in 1775, which was soon followed
by three additional volumes. Des Barres’ monumental endeavor eventually featured over 299 charts and views, many being found in several states. Des Barres’
charts were immensely detailed, featuring both hydrographical and topographical
information, and in many cases were the most authoritative maps of the regions
for several decades.
This map was previously in the distinguished collection of Henry H. Anderson
(1921-2020) of Newport, R.I. In addition to collecting, Anderson was also a
leader in international sailing circles for more than 60 years, sailing his first
Newport-Bermuda Race at the age of 15. He served on the America’s Cup Selection Committee in the 1970s and 1980s, and was Commodore of the New York
Yacht Club during the club’s last successful defense of the America’s Cup in 1980.
SELLERS & VAN EE, MAPS AND CHARTS OF NORTH AMERICA & THE
WEST INDIES 1012. Hornsby, Surveyors of Empire: Samuel Holland, J.F.W. Des
Barres and the Making of T he A TlAnTic n epTune .
$15,000.

The Much-Expanded Edition of Du Bois’ Pioneering Study
15. Du Bois, W.E. Burghardt, editor: A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
THE NEGRO AMERICAN. A COMPILATION MADE UNDER THE
DIRECTION OF ATLANTA UNIVERSITY BY THE TENTH ATLANTA
CONFERENCE. Atlanta: The Atlanta University Press, 1905. 71,[1]pp. Later
grey buckram, with original front wrapper affixed to the front board. Old dark
stain in gutter throughout, minor chipping in gutter of first five leaves, moderate
toning to text. Upper outer corner of last leaf chipped, just touching the page
number. Good.
The third and greatly expanded edition of an early and important study of the
history and literature of African Americans, edited by noted educator, editor, and
author, W.E.B. Du Bois. It is almost certainly the first bibliography of African
Americana compiled by an African American. This third edition was preceded
by a first edition of only four pages in 1900, and a second edition of eleven pages
in 1901, both published by Atlanta University in 1900. This bibliography was
created (and expanded) by Du Bois at an early and highly productive phase of his
long and distinguished career as a writer, while he was researching and writing his
seminal and highly-influential study, The Souls of Black Folk, published in 1903.
The work opens with a short preface, followed by a brief breakdown of the Tenth
Atlanta Conference (an annual academic event focused on African-American
higher education), the resolutions of said conference, and a “Bibliography of
Bibliographies of the Negro American.” These sections are followed by the main
two sections of the work. The first and most substantial portion is the titular
“Select Bibliography of the Negro American,” which runs thirty-six pages and
lists notable African-American works alphabetically by author. The second major
section lists prominent African-American periodicals, also alphabetically. The
final few pages are addenda to the two main sections. In his Preface, Du Bois
calls the work “imperfect,” but thought it “better to print a poor bibliography
of this great subject, in the hope of bettering it in future editions, than to wait
longer for those better situated to do the work.”
The dedication reads: “To Keep the Memory of Phillis Wheatley, David Walker,
Frederick Douglass, William Wells Brown, George Washington Williams, and
Paul Laurence Dunbar the Dead Pioneers.” Another dedication lists Anthony
Benezet, Thomas Clarkson, William Lloyd Garrison, Benjamin Lundy, Lydia
Maria Child, and Harriet Beecher Stowe, “whose pens were mightier than the
sword.” Two much shorter editions preceded the present edition – numbering
four and eleven pages, respectively. This expanded work provides a much deeper
selection of African-American literary and historical works.
Though this expanded 1905 publication is the third edition of Du Bois’ groundbreaking bibliography, it is still the earliest of the three bibliographies of African
Americans written by African Americans listed in Work’s section titled “A Bibliography of Bibliographies on the Negro in the United States.” It preceded both
Schomburg’s Bibliographical Checklist of American Negro Poetry (1916) and Work’s
own Negro Year Book (1925). This third edition is the only edition of Du Bois’
bibliography listed by Work.
WORK, p.632.
$1250.

and soiling, heavier to first and last
leaf. Very good, untrimmed. In a blue
half morocco and cloth slipcase and
chemise, spine gilt.

A Major Louisiana Rarity
16. Dubroca, Louis: L’ITINÉRAIRE DES FRANÇAIS DANS LA LOUISIANE.... Paris: Dubroca, Fuchs, Veuve Deveaux, Rondonneau, 1802. [4],104pp.
plus large folding map (partially handcolored). Half title. 12mo. Early 19th-century
marbled boards. Boards lightly rubbed, bookplate on rear pastedown. Contemporary ownership inscription dated Paris, 1804 on half title. Some light toning

First edition of this exceedingly rare
French imprint promoting the possession of Louisiana in the early 19th
century. It was published during the
brief return of France’s control of
the territory between the Spanish
and American periods of ownership
between March and December 1803.
The large folding map, “Carte de la
Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi
avec les Colonies Anglaises,” is a revised version of Guillaume Delisle’s
map first published in 1718. The work includes a history and description of the
colony, a description of the natives of the area and their customs, and the state
of commerce in the region. Dubroca, who evidently published the work himself,
argues for a much greater French presence in Louisiana.
The Streeter copy was bought by Nebenzahl for $1500 in 1968.
SABIN 21028. HOWES D526, “b.” STREETER SALE 1572. SIEBERT SALE
682.
$12,500.

First Edition of One of the Gambling Classics
17. Green, Jonathan H.: GAMBLING UNMASKED! OR THE PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE OF THE REFORMED GAMBLER, J.H. GREEN, DESIGNED
AS A WARNING TO THE YOUNG MEN OF THIS COUNTRY. Written by Himself. New York: Burgess, Stringer & Co., [and] J.S. Redfield, 1844.
193,[1]pp. including frontispiece and eight full-page illustrations. 12mo. Original
brown cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Cloth expertly repaired at extremities.
Lacks front free endpaper, pencil notes on rear free endpaper. Text lightly tanned,
a few instances of soiling. Very good.
The rare first edition of this seminally important work of 19th-century gambling
and reform, by the most famous gambler of the era, Jonathan H. Green. “A
reformed gambler’s adventures among brother card-sharps, counterfeiters, etc.,
along the lower Mississippi, from Kentucky to Louisiana” – Howes. This is
among the earliest of several works by Green, the most important early writer
on gambling in America. This book is the most famous of his works and reveals
various forms of card-sharking and cheating. The final page contains a notice from
the Lutheran Observer, commending Green for being “engaged in developing the
heartless cruelties of gambling, and the impositions and villanies [sic] practised
by the ‘sporting gentry’ to the pecuniary and moral destruction of thousands of
our country.” Of course, such texts could also serve as a handbook for aspiring
gamblers and grifters. It was offered at two bits per copy, or $2.25 for a dozen.
This is the first copy of the first edition that we have handled.
HOWES G365, “aa.”
$4250.

Complete Run
of an Early American Technical and Agricultural Journal
18. Holmes, Ezekiel, editor: THE NEW-ENGLAND FARMERS’ AND MECHANICS’ JOURNAL. Vol. I [all published]. Gardiner, Me.: Published by P.
Sheldon, [1828]. viii,288pp. plus twelve plates, some folding. Contemporary dark
brown calf and brown marbled boards, old gilt titling applied by hand to spine.
Minor flaking and chipping to joints and extremities, corners bumped. Slight
age-toning to text, occasional creasing, foxing, and minor soiling throughout.
Overall, very good.
A complete run of twelve issues of this useful and informative early-19th century
American scientific and agricultural periodical, covering the year 1828. Each
issue numbers twenty-four pages, and the whole is continuously paginated. The
articles cover machining, animal husbandry, horticulture, tanning animal hides,
growing hemp, making cider, managing bees, and a wide range of other topics.
There are also notices in each issue of recent inventions and products new to
the agricultural market. Of particular interest are the twelve engraved plates illustrating a variety of contemporary machines and farming implements, such as
“Flagg’s Patent Revolving Brick Press,” “Lane’s Corn Sheller,” and a “Cider Mill
and Press,” with the final two plates featuring different breeds of sheep. The
first ten plates were lithographed by Pendleton Litho, while the sheep plates were
executed by Senefelder Press in Boston. A table of contents at the beginning
helps locate relevant articles in each volume.
The New-England Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Journal was edited by Ezekiel Holmes,
M.D., a Professor of Chemistry, Natural History, and Agriculture at the Gardiner
Lyceum in Maine. This copy carries a near-contemporary ownership inscription
in pencil on the titlepage, reading, “J.S. Swift Farmington Maine 1840.” Not
in Shaw & Shoemaker. About fifteen copies in OCLC, most of them single issues or incomplete runs. An exceedingly rare complete volume of Holmes’ early
American agricultural periodical, rarely found complete.
RINK 107. UNION LIST OF SERIALS, p.2987. SABIN 52680 (first issue only).
OCLC 475896056, 12704691, 12697629.
$1250.

On the Peary Expedition: A Presentation Copy
19. [Hoppin, Benjamin]: A DIARY KEPT WHILE WITH THE PEARY
ARCTIC EXPEDITION OF 1896...[caption title]. [N.p., but possibly New
Haven. 1897]. 83pp. plus one photographic plate. Frontispiece map. Publisher’s
blue cloth, front board gilt, t.e.g. Light shelf wear and soiling to boards. Presentation inscription on front free endpaper (see below). Very good.
Author’s presentation copy, inscribed: “For Prof. Edward T. Owen ‘72 from B.
Hoppin ‘72. Baddeck. Cape Breton. Nova Scotia. For June 29th 1897.” Besides
denoting a fine association (Owen was Hoppin’s classmate at Yale and by this time
was professor of French at the University of Wisconsin), this inscription calls
into question known differences between the first and second editions. Arctic
Bibliography calls for a first edition with eighty pages, map, and one plate, followed by a second edition in 1900 with eighty-three pages, map, two plates, and
errata. The present edition includes the additional three pages of text and errata,
but only one plate and a map. These additions, combined with the inscription
dated 1897, indicate it is likely a later issue of the first edition, printed the same
year as the first. The Fitzgerald copy, with the same collation, is erroneously
attributed a publication date of 1900.
Hoppin’s narrative is one of the lesser known accounts of Peary’s landmark polar
expedition. “Contains notes of personnel of Peary’s and other parties, and day-today record, July 15-Sept. 26, 1896, of the voyage of the steamship Hope (Captain
John Bartlett) from Sydney, Nova Scotia, by Big Island in Hudson Straight, the
West Greenland coast, to Meteor Island in Melville Bay off Cape York, and the
coast of Hayes Peninsula; the record includes notes on the weather (mainly air and
sea temperatures), descriptions of the localities visited, sites of previous expeditions’
winterings, etc., efforts of Peary’s party (of which the author was a mineralogist)
to remove meteorite, and work of other parties....” – Arctic Bibliography.
ARCTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY 7401. GERALD F. FITZGERALD COLLECTION
OF POLAR BOOKS 336. OCLC 2281707, 11501276 (ref).
$1750.

Guide for Japanese Visitors to the United States
20. [Japanese Americana]: AMERIKA GASSHUKOKU NO DAITOKAI [in
Japanese characters, translated to English as BIG CITIES IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA]. [Portland, Me.: L.H. Nelson & Co., 1914]. [48]pp.
In Japanese. Oblong quarto. Original pictorial wrappers printed in red. Textblock
detached from wrappers and loosely laid in. Moderate insect damage around the
edges of the wrappers, minor soiling, some expert tape reinforcements to verso of
wrappers, ink stamp of the Fuji Hotel in Seattle on verso of both wrappers. Mild
edge wear to a few text leaves, but mostly clean and bright internally. Overall
good condition.

A rare souvenir booklet published for Japanese visitors to the United States in the early 20th century.
It is profusely illustrated with black-and-white
photographs of American cities, including eighteen
full-page images, ten half-page images, a couple
of photographic collages, and a striking two-page
centerfold featuring New York City’s Woolworth
Building. The images highlight various tourist
destinations and their architectural splendors, or potential sites of immigration
for Japanese citizens visiting (mainly) the coastal regions of the United States.
In addition to New York, the featured cities include Washington, Chicago, San
Francisco, Seattle, Portland, and Los Angeles. The interior captions are printed
entirely in Japanese, and feature Niagara Falls, the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia,
George Washington’s tomb, the Marshall Field building in Chicago, a few grand
hotels in San Francisco, various points of interest in Los Angeles (such as Elysian
Park) and much more. The selection of photographs introduced Japanese visitors
to the grandiosity of America, replete with a host of skyscrapers and beautiful
public spaces, intended to leave the impression that the United States was a vast,
affluent wonderland filled with architectural splendor and offering enormous
potential for economic growth.
$875.

inch closed tear in foredge of titlepage (just touching
printed border). Lightly tanned, a few spots of foxing, small ink stain just touching the edge of last few
leaves. Repair to map at mount, small closed tear to
margin (no text affected), map trimmed to the border
at the upper, lower, and left edges. Very good overall.
The first translation into English of the version of
Joutel’s narrative edited by De Michel, first published
in Paris the previous year, including the account of
LaSalle’s Texas colony and the return of the remainder
of his party to Canada. Of the three major narratives
of the journey, this record, by LaSalle’s closest subordinate, is the most valuable. The party embarked
in 1684, ostensibly to establish a French base at the
mouth of the Mississippi as a headquarters for operations, but also to push as far as possible into the
region to gain a foothold against the Spanish. In fact,
and via a conscious deceit, the base was established at
Espiritu Santo Bay, in Texas, from whence the party
spent two years making excursions into the surrounding territory. When promised reinforcements failed
to appear, LaSalle and his men determined to return
to Canada via the Mississippi; however, one of the
company assassinated LaSalle when they reached the
Trinity River, and the company split up. Some of
the survivors, including Joutel, pressed on, reaching
Canada by way of the Mississippi and Arkansas rivers.
His account is highlighted by the splendid map, based
on Joutel’s own observations. This is the first map
showing the results of LaSalle’s journeys and gives,
for its time, a very accurate delineation of the course
of the Mississippi from its northern headwaters to its
mouth, as well as that of the Great Lakes and the St.
Lawrence, complete with a beautiful engraved vignette
of Niagara Falls.

The Rare English Edition
21. Joutel, Henri: A JOURNAL OF THE LAST VOYAGE PERFORM’D BY
MONSR. DE LA SALE [sic], TO THE GULPH OF MEXICO, TO FIND
OUT THE MOUTH OF THE MISSISIPI [sic] RIVER.... London: Printed for
A. Bell, et al, 1714. [2],xxi,[9],191,194-205,[5]pp. plus folding map. Contemporary
speckled calf, boads ruled in gilt, expertly rebacked with original gilt backstrip
with raised bands laid down, gilt morocco label. Boards moderately rubbed. One-

Joutel’s Journal is one of the major works of the period on the region, and “of
the three narratives of this journey, those of Joutel, Cavelier, and Douay, the
first is by far the best” (Francis Parkman). “An important feature of this English
translation is that it gives the text of the grant of Louisiana by Louis XIV to
Crozat” – Streeter.
HOWES J266, “b.” SABIN 36762. WAGNER SPANISH SOUTHWEST 79a.
CHURCH 859. RAINES, pp.130-31. GREENLY, MICHIGAN, pp.20-21. HARRISSE
NOUVELLE FRANCE 750. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 714/70. STREETER
SALE 112. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 3 (note).
$14,500.

Around the Horn to Washington Territory
22. McConkey, John Douglas, Rev.: FROM NEW YORK TO PORTLAND,
OREGON, VIA STRAITS OF MAGELLAN, WITH A HISTORY OF THE
VOYAGES, SCENES, PLACES, INCIDENTS AND NOTES OF THE
JOURNEY [wrapper title]. Walla Walla, W.T.: “Statesman” Book and Job Printing Office, 1879. 80pp. 16mo. Original printed pink wrappers. Minor edge wear
and sunning to spine and edges of wrappers. Very clean internally. Very good. In
a black half cloth and marbled boards folding case.
An obscure Washington territorial imprint and early travel narrative with detailed
descriptions of the Pacific Northwest. The author, Rev. John Douglas McConkey
traveled from New York to Washington Territory on the steamer Oregon through
the Straits of Magellan to San Francisco, then by steamer up the Columbia River,
finishing his trip to Walla Walla by rail. McConkey provides important early
descriptions of Walla Walla’s natural scenery, business community, churches,
agriculture, climate, indigenous peoples, and social environment in a town of
3,000 people. He also mentions that “Chinese wash-houses [are] innumerable”
and that “Female help is hard to be obtained, and the consequence is Chinamen
are employed to do the house work.” McConkey is rather fond of the Columbia
River, writing that “we hear much of the mighty Hudson, but it is an insignificant stream compared with the Columbia. If this river had country seats such
as adorn the Hudson, it would be unequalled. Its scenery both in variety and
picturesqueness far exceeds anything on the river.”
OCLC records are not definitive, as physical copies are mixed in with digital copies in the cited record, but the institutional population is very likely a dozen or
fewer copies. Not in Graff, Howes, Smith, Soliday, Eberstadt, Decker, or Streeter.
OCLC 17348965.
$1000.

Reflecting the Growth of New Orleans,
Printed by a Significant Printer

was a sort of building and loan/construction association,
headed by Jules Mossy and very active in building homes
in New Orleans’ French Quarter in the early 1830s.
They often sold their buildings at public auction. This
certificate (Number 148, dated April, 1832) is signed in
manuscript by Mossy as president of the company, and
is made out to Jean Girod. By the 1830s the population
of New Orleans was exploding, with many settlers coming from around the country and abroad. By the 1840s
New Orleans would become the nation’s wealthiest and
third most populous city after New York and Baltimore.
The present stock certificate reflects the economic growth in the city in the early
1830s. The partially-printed document was completed in manuscript in April
1832, with additional detailed notations on the verso dating to 1834.

23. [New Orleans]: [Levy, Benjamin, printer]: COMPAGNIE DES ARCHITECTES DE LA VILLE DE LA NOUVELLE-ORLEANS [caption title].
[New Orleans]: Benjamin Levy, [ca. 1832]. Partially-printed document, 5½ x 6¾
inches, completed in manuscript, with additional manuscript notations on verso.
A few tiny edge nicks, one small ink burn hole at lower right, costing a small
portion of the printed border. Overall, very good condition.

Benjamin Levy was one of the most important publishers and prolific printers in
early New Orleans, especially during the period 1822-41. Levy has been called
“undoubtedly the first important Jewish printer-publisher not only in the South,
but probably the entire country.” Levy published and sold law books, medical
books, directories, and the influential business guide “The New Orleans PriceCurrent and Commercial Intelligencer.”

A rare and seemingly-unrecorded stock certificate for a share in a construction
company in early 19th-century Louisiana. The “Compagnie des Architectes”

Not in Jumonville, nor in OCLC. A rare and handsome New Orleans imprint
from the city’s most important Jewish printer.
$850.

A dramatic account of evangelical minister, missionary, and published author
Thomas P. Nisbett and his family’s Atlantic crossing from London to New
York aboard the schooner Plymouth
Rock, in June 1861. His entries depict
a voyage laden with peril on a nearly
daily basis, including squalls, storms,
the ever-looming threat of privateers, an
unruly crew, and the promise of war to
greet them upon their arrival in America.
Illness and injury is a particular concern
as there was no medical officer on board,
or “medicine of any kind.” The diary
itself is a simple blank journal with lined
paper. Nisbett’s signature is on a label on
the front cover, and on the front pastedown he has written “Day Book 1861
Weekly Expenditure for House Purposes
January,” although the journal begins
with them boarding the Plymouth Rock
at noon on June 21. Nisbett’s hand is
relatively clear but his writing is terse,
and he only uses full sentences when
discussing spiritual topics.

Manuscript Account of a Perilous Transatlantic Journey in 1861
24. Nisbett, Thomas P.: [MANUSCRIPT DIARY OF AN ENGLISH MINISTER’S VOYAGE FROM LONDON TO NEW YORK IN 1861]. [London &
New York. 1861]. [40]pp. of pencil text in a longer notebook of ruled paper. Approximately 2800 words. 12mo. Contemporary half calf and marbled boards. Front
board and first several leaves detached (but present), binding worn and rubbed,
manuscript paper label affixed to front cover. Light tanning and occasional light
soiling throughout, but internally quite clean and quite easily readable. Good plus.

The trip begins well enough, even though
the very evening they set sail, there is a
“fire in next cabin. Accidentally caused
by Mrs. Powell (French woman). Extinguished by the captain. Sat. June 22…
Nice weather…Sails set ahead. Pass well
known spots.” “Sickness” starts spreading on June 23, and by June 25, “Wife,
Charles & Mary sick on deck in the sun…
This is wife & son John’s Birth day, I
keep quite free from sickness.” By the
27th, many are still sick, but Nisbett’s
attention is directed elsewhere: “Youth discovered last night stowed away in the
hold. Set to work.”
The second Sunday of the trip (June 30) is a “beautiful day...[as] becoming the
Lord’s day...” and Nisbett begins his shipboard ministry: “Service on deck by me
at 3 o’clock. Attendance and attention good.” Nisbett frequently discusses his
faith and intersperses prayers for his family and fellow passengers throughout
his diary. He notes that his “profession gains some respect for us, even from the
most dissolute. May God make me useful on board and give me words to speak

that will go to the hearts & consciences of
the people....” The next morning he notices a
comet – the Great Comet of 1861 (discovered
by John Tebbutt) – which he tracks for the
rest of the voyage.
Mid-morning on July 3, the weather took
a turn: “Strong wind is increasing. Lashed
all things fast. 12 to 2 o’clock blowing great
guns. By 4 P.M. strengthened to a gale. A
sail taken in every half hour. One sail (fore
Royal). Split main sail...plunging along 10
knots. Several persons sick.” Nevertheless,
“passengers generally in good spirits.” The
weather clears that evening and he can see
the comet again.
The next day is the “4th, Anniversary American
Independence. Heavy winds all through the
previous night. Squalls & danger of capsizing the ship. Squalls all day long.” Once
again, the weather doesn’t seem to dampen
the celebrations: “All passengers sign the
Declaration of Independence. 3 guns fire.
Sailors treated. Fire works at night.” The
storms continue for several days, and he is
not calmed as an “equal number of passengers
are apportioned to each one of four boats...
Go to bed in fear, yet our hope is in God.”
Yet again, the voyage continues, suggesting
that Nisbett’s anxieties about the storms may
be out of proportion with the severity of the
storms themselves.
Nisbett continues to hold Sunday services,
with more or less attendance from the passengers and crew. His July 14 service had
good attendance and “good attention. Some
sailors present who appear much interested.”
He reports sightings of whales, as well as
“Dolphins & Schools of Porpoises.” He also
describes repairing his boots as well as the
children’s shoes. In the meantime, his wife’s health is very poor. On the morning on July 18, she is better, “but very very weak. Fear she may be ill. We pray
to God to avert, as there is no medical man on board, medicines, nor hardly any
article of comfort beyond ship rations.”

Over the next few days, Nisbett writes about
an American packet ship that appears to harass
them. At first, it nearly collides with them, and
then proceeds to make several passes across the
bow, “Obviously desirous of speaking. Coming
from New York. Strange peak. Captain put
ship round and avoided, has done so several
times. Everyone on board much annoyed.”
By August 4, they are close, although a “cry of
Land O” turns out to be a hoax. Nevertheless,
there are “several fishing boats in view. Hail
one, got fish and tobacco. News of War U.S.
Very exciting day...No lights, fear of privateers.”
Finally, the pilot arrives on August 9, and they
dock August 10. There are no more entries for
several pages and at the top of a page, there is
a one-line statement, “Arrival in New York,”
followed by two pages of what appear to be
sermon notes.
Finally, there is a draft of an announcement
in Nisbett’s hand addressed “To Publishers &
others,” about revising a work entitled, The
English Emigrants, with instructions to contact
Paul Betneys “for particulars.” “Paul Betneys”
was, in fact, Nisbett’s pseudonym; he published
the novel The English Emigrants; Or, Troubles on
Both Sides of the Atlantic in 1859. No doubt, his
actual experience as an emigrant would provide
for some realistic updates to the new edition.
Thomas Nisbett (1819-1900) was born in London
and trained for the ministry. Before leaving
for America, he worked for a number of years
with non-denominational ministries to the poor
throughout south and east London, especially
Clerkenwell Green, as part of the Cow Cross
Mission. This and several other missions were
part of the combined efforts of George Williams, who founded the YMCA in 1844. Nisbett
remained in New York for a few years and then
set off for Pontiac, Michigan in 1863. He never
returned to ministry, but worked primarily as a journalist and cobbler.
A fascinating account of an Atlantic crossing in the mid-19th century by a particularly observant reporter.
Nisbett Family Collection, MS 71-135. Archives of Michigan, Michigan History
Center.
$1500.

The Penultimate Directory Before Many People, Homes,
and Businesses Listed in the Greenwood Area
Were Lost During the Tulsa Race Riots
25. [Oklahoma]: POLK-HOFFHINE DIRECTORY CO.’S TULSA CITY
DIRECTORY 1920.... Tulsa: Polk-Hoffhine Directory Co., 1920. 730pp., plus
four advertisement leaves. Thick octavo. Original printed half red cloth and light
green cloth boards printed in black, spine stamped in gilt, advertisements printed
on all three edges of the text. Minor shelf wear, rubbing, and dust-soiling to boards,
corners worn. Minor toning to text, but internally clean. Very good condition,
and much better than usually seen with directories from this era.
A rare and historically-important directory including the residents and businesses
involved in the Tulsa Race Riots which erupted in the city around Memorial Day,
1921, just the year after this directory was published. Most of the directory is
comprised of an alphabetical listing of residents and businesses, followed by a
street and avenue directory, and a “Classified Business Directory and Buyer’s
Guide” organized alphabetically by business type. The businesses included here
range from “Abstracts of Department Leases” (including “Indian Records” located
in the Kennedy Building) to “Yeast Manufacturers,” with a substantial section on
oil producers.
Advertisements for local businesses are peppered throughout the text, and four
leaves of full-page advertisements are inserted randomly within the text. As
usual in directories, the advertisers run the gamut, including accountants, banks,
doctors, electric companies, florists, funeral services, insurance agents, lawyers,
plumbers, and more. The present directory also contains a high concentration
of businesses relating to the energy business, as Oklahoma was awash in oil and
natural gas at this time. The business directory includes just over eight pages of
listings for oil and gas companies, petroleum engineers, oil field suppliers, pipe
and oil well suppliers, refineries, tank manufacturers, oil leasing companies, and
other industry actors.
Most importantly, the directory records the names and locations of the businesses
located in the Greenwood District of Tulsa, the most heavily-damaged area of
the city during the Tulsa Race Riots (also known as the Tulsa Race Massacre and
the “Black Wall Street Massacre”). Over 10,000 African Americans lived in Tulsa
in 1920, and they owned almost 200 businesses, mostly in northern Tulsa. The
African-American section of north Tulsa was so prosperous it earned the nickname
“Black Wall Street” and “the Negro Wall Street,” the latter moniker bestowed
on the area by no less than Booker T. Washington himself.
Numerous residents and businesses of the Greenwood section of Tulsa are recorded here, most no doubt affected by the conflagration the next year. The
directory includes two pages listing businesses and residents along Greenwood
Avenue alone, with most entries followed by “(c)” indicating presumably that a
“colored” person lived or worked there. Dr. Andrew C. Jackson is listed here.

He lived at 503 Greenwood Avenue until June 1, 1921, when he ran out of his
burning house with his hands in the air and was gunned down in his front yard.
The Greenwood businesses include grocers, restaurants, barber shops, tailors,
pharmacists, and more.
Most, if not all of the businesses listed here were burned down on or shortly after
the Tulsa Race Massacre broke out, including the Williams Building, the Red
Wing Hotel, the Elliott & Hooker laundry, the Brunswick Billiard Parlor, the
Stradford Hotel (at the time the largest Black-owned-and-operated hotel in the
United States), and the African-American-owned newspaper, the Tulsa Star (listed
in the larger business directory on page 503), among scores of others. The Tulsa
Star was owned and published by Andrew Jackson Smitherman (whose residence
is also listed here at 115A Greenwood Avenue), who was forced to flee Tulsa after
the race riots. Some white residents blamed Smitherman and the Tulsa Star for
helping to incite the riots, and destroyed both his home and the Star building
at 126 Greenwood Avenue (having moved from 115 Greenwood this very year).
Some businesses and the residence of pioneering Tulsa African-American businessman Ottaway W. Gurley are listed here (the name on his residence misprinted as
“O A Gurley”), including the Gurley Building and Gurley Hotel. Gurley owned
about a hundred buildings in the Greenwood area at the time of the race riots, and
he lost most of them in the carnage. The Dixie Theatre, a white-owned venue
at 120 Greenwood is listed here; it was burned to the ground during the Black
Wall Street Massacre. The Dreamland Theater, where many African-American
residents of Tulsa gathered during the riots to develop an action plan, is present
here at 127 Greenwood; it was also destroyed during the riots, presumably along
with all or most other businesses and houses listed here.
Exactly how many African Americans were killed in the Tulsa Race Riots is
unknown, but modern projections estimate around 300 people. Many of these
unfortunate souls were buried in mass graves, loaded onto trains, or simply and
unceremoniously dumped in the Arkansas River. Additionally, hundreds of blackowned businesses and homes were destroyed by fire, and Tulsa was never the
same again. The tragedy in Tulsa in 1921 is still an under-acknowledged event
in American history. The present directory helps to preserve the history of Tulsa,
most notably of its African-American community, from just before the most tragic
event in its history. For many of those involved in the Tulsa Race Riots, this
directory is likely one of the last records of their presence in the city.
$2250.

Printed on Linen
26. [Parsons & Pool]: PARSONS & POOL’S FAMOUS IDEAL UNCLE
TOM’S CABIN COMPANY. New York: Crane Co., [ca. 1890]. Illustrated
broadside, printed on linen, 13¾ x 12 inches. A very clean copy. Near fine.
Rare broadside advertising the Parsons & Pool’s “Famous Ideal Uncle Tom’s
Cabin Company,” with a woodcut depicting a scene from the story, with
a seated Tom holding a book and speaking to Eva. He is sitting near a
fence with an open gate, with his cabin home in the background. Although
Harriet Beecher Stowe never officially sanctioned a stage interpretation
of her novel, theatrical versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin were wildly popular
with American audiences during the entire second half of the 19th century
and into the early 1900s. These “Tom Shows” existed in scores of different iterations, from moralizing melodramas to blackface burlesques, and
were a staple of the traveling show circuit. Although not mentioned on
this broadside, Parsons & Pool’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin performances usually
featured the Tennessee Jubilee Singers as well. The Jubilee Singers began as the Fisk Jubilee Singers, an African-American a cappella ensemble
composed of students from Fisk University, a historical black university
in Nashville. The student group disbanded in 1878 and then reorganized
as the Tennessee Jubilee Singers, a joint-stock touring group, in 1879, but
retained their reputation as a refined group of performers, preserving and
promoting African-American culture throughout the country.
Parsons & Pool’s productions were certainly among the moralizing melodramas. In one promotional pamphlet, the producers write that their
presentations are “favorable to the development of the great principles of
Christian brotherhood, and bringing to the knowledge and sympathies of
the world, the lowly, the oppressed and forgotten.”
OCLC records only one copy of this broadside, at Brown University; there
is also a copy in a collection of Uncle Tom’s Cabin Playbills (MS Thr 970)
at Harvard University.
OCLC 880351154.
$1000.

Rawle on the Constitution:
“First authoritative interpretation...” – Howes
27. Rawle, William: A VIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. Philadelphia: H.C. Carey & I. Lea, 1825. vii,[1],[5]347pp. Antique-style half calf and marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt, gilt label.
Ex-library (properly deaccessioned) with ink stamps on verso of titlepage the only
indication. Light tanning, a bit of scattered light foxing. Very good.
The scarce first edition of this influential study of the United States Constitution, containing a consideration of the rights of states to secede from the Union.
Rawle, a Quaker, held Loyalist sympathies as a young man. Born in Philadelphia,
he studied law in London before returning home to practice, eventually serving as a chancellor of the Philadelphia bar. Rawle’s is a thorough consideration
of the several powers in the Constitution, and discusses the rights of states to
secede from the Union (though Rawle personally was opposed to the measure).
“First authoritative interpretation, in which was admitted the abstract right of
state secession. These views exerted a profound influence on Southern political
thought” – Howes. “This work, suggesting that Rawle believed the states had
the right to secede from the Union, was used as a textbook for many years at
West Point and other schools throughout the country. It is therefore generally
considered to have influenced subsequent leaders and supporters of the Confederacy, although in fact Rawle opposed secession....Elected to the Pennsylvania
legislature in 1789, Rawle declined Washington’s repeated offers to serve as the
first Attorney General. Rawle held the post from 1792 to 1800” – Cohen.
HOWES R77. SABIN 68003. COHEN 2893. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 22035.
$2750.

The Classic Greenland Imprint,
with Extraordinary Woodcuts by a Greenlander
28. Rink, Hinrich, editor: KALADLIT OKALLUKTUALLIAIT...[LEGENDS
FROM GREENLAND...]. Noungme [Godthaab, Greenland: Printed at the Inspectorate Press by L. Møller], 1859-1863. Four volumes. Vol. 1: [8],136,[2],8pp.
Colored woodcut vignette on titlepage, twelve woodcuts (including six colored),
eight lithographed pages of music. Vol. 2: [8],111pp. Woodcut vignette on titlepage, fourteen woodcuts (including eleven colored), two folding maps. Vol. 3:
[8],136,[1]pp. Both titlepages with woodcut vignettes, fourteen lithographs including frontis. (two colored). Vol. 4: [6],123pp. Woodcut vignette on titlepage, three
lithographs after woodcut, eight woodcuts in text. Original printed paper-covered
boards. First and second volumes rebacked with brown linen; third and fourth
volumes retain original printed paper backstrips, with old repairs to spine. Light
wear, chipping, and mild staining to boards. Bookplate of Erik Halved on front
pastedown of first, third, and fourth volumes. Second map in Vol. 2 has old repair
to closed tear at stub (no text affected). A few stains, occasional foxing, and even
tanning throughout. Very good. Second and fourth volumes untrimmed. Each
volume in a half black morocco and marbled paper clamshell box, spines gilt.
This series of collected folk tales of Greenland, printed on the first real press
to operate there by a native Greenland printer, and illustrated with remarkable
woodcuts prepared by a native Greenland artist, must rank among the rarest and
most extraordinary exotic imprints.
Although ephemeral pieces had been printed on a small hand press in Greenland
as early as 1793, the first real press was brought there in 1857 by the enthusiastic
Danish Crown Inspector for Southern Greenland, Hinrich Rink. Rink began
his career as an administrator based at the Moravian mission at Godthaab, on
the southwest coast of Greenland. He used the press to produce both official
notices and literary works. Rink was determined to collect legends and folk
tales of Greenland natives and publish them, an ambition achieved in these four
volumes, published over a five-year span. All of the letterpress was printed in a
small, unheated workshop next to Rink’s house, mostly executed by Lars Møller,
a native Inuit.
Rink collected oral tales from throughout Greenland, although mainly in the
southern area he administered. The remarkable oral tradition of the Inuit, polluted by few outside influences, stretched back to the early Middle Ages. Many
of the stories, especially in the first volume, describe the clashes between the
Norse and the Inuit. Rink recognized that some of the tales existed in the realm
of pure myth, but that others represented recollections, passed from one generation to the next, of events of many centuries earlier. In the preface to the third
volume Rink sets out his theories on the tales, laying the foundation for scholarship on the Greenland Inuit. All of the text is given in both Kalaallisut (West
Greenlandic) and Danish.

The most amazing aspect of these books are the illustrations, which varied in number from set to set. In the first
two volumes these were supplied by an Inuit man named
Aron of Kangeq, a sealer and walrus hunter who lived
at the Moravian mission at the small trading station of
Kangeq. Aron was stricken with tuberculosis (which was
epidemic in Greenland in that era) and confined to bed.
Having heard of his raw artistic talent, Rink supplied him
with “paper, coloured pencils, and the necessary tools for
woodcutting.” Aron illustrated the myths in remarkable
woodcuts. Twenty-six of these, over half of them handcolored, appear in the first two volumes; others sets have
included up to thirty woodcuts. As Oldendow says: “With
his fertile imagination Aron drew men in violent motion...
he depicts the legendary world of the Greenlanders with
insight and ability...He makes us understand the vastness,
loneliness, and weirdness of the majestic Greenland landscape and evokes the soul of the country as the ancient
Eskimos have known it....” Indeed, Aron created pictures
of remarkable power, all the more extraordinary for the
circumstances of their production. In the third volume
Lars Møller, the printer, supplied a series of illustrations
of Greenland life created on the first lithographic press
in Greenland.
This set is notable for containing two folding maps not
regularly issued with the set, but published to be distributed separately. Both were prepared by S. Kleinschmidt
and are lithographic maps showing the fjords around
Godthaab, with accompanying letterpress text. These
maps are extremely rare in their own right.
Rink’s volumes were produced in small editions and issued separately over several years; as well, the attrition
of the Greenland climate could not have aided their survival. Today they are of the greatest rarity, especially as
complete sets. An imprint and ethnographic document
of stellar importance.
Knud Oldendow, The Spread of Printing...Greenland (Amsterdam, 1969), see especially pp.39-44. SABIN 36978 (Vols.
1-3). LAURIDSEN, BIBLIOGRAPHIA GROENLANDICA,
p.210. MILES & REESE, AMERICA PICTURED TO
THE LIFE 32.
$32,500.

Important and Influential Study
of Nahuatl Language and Its Influence
29. Robelo, Cecilio A. VOCABULARIO COMPARATIVO CASTELLANO
Y NAHUATL...PARA CONTESTAR AL CUESTIONARIO FILOLÓGICO
FORMULADO POR LA DIRECCION GENERAL DE ESTADISTICA DE
LA REPÚBLICA MEXICANA. Cuernavaca: Luis G. Miranda, 1888. [4],39pp.
Later polished red calf, gilt, raised bands. A few spots of worming to top margin
running throughout textblock (not touching text), two pages with light soiling,
two leaves with faint tidelines, light even tanning. About very good.
Uncommon copy of an important early work by pioneering Mexican philologist
and anthropologist Cecilio Robelo (1839-1916). Robelo was particularly interested
in investigating Nahua culture and its ongoing influence on Mexican culture and
language. This study, commissioned by the Direccion General de Estadistica de
la República Mexicana (Bureau of Statistics) was his first published work exploring the etymology and usage of particular Nahuatl words, accompanied by brief
Spanish translations. Robelo dedicated this work, in Nahuatl, to Antonio Peñafiel,
then the director of the Bureau and a fellow scholar of pre-Columbian history and
indigenous languages in Mexico. Robelo went on to publish numerous works on
Nahuatl toponymy and the “Aztequismos” (i.e. Nahuatlismos) that were used by
Spanish speakers in Mexico. He argued that the study and teaching of Mexican
Spanish would not be complete without the knowledge of indigenous languages.
His Diccionario de Aztequismos (1904) became the basis for all subsequent Nahuatl
dictionaries and grammars, and well as research into other indigenous languages
influencing the Mexican dialect of Spanish.
Robelo also served as a superior court judge in the State of Morelos, and briefly as
interim governor. He later moved to Mexico City, where he was made director of
the Museo Nacional de Arqueología (now the Museo Nacional de Antropología),
and was a member of the Academia Mexicana de la Lengua.
This book is rare at auction and in the trade; OCLC lists thirteen copies worldwide.
PALAU 270706. OCLC 1518188, 458014455.
$1500.

Presented by Daniel Webster to Joseph Hopkinson
30. [Russell, John]: [Webster, Daniel]: [Hopkinson, Joseph]: MEMOIRS OF
THE AFFAIRS OF EUROPE FROM THE PEACE OF UTRECHT [Vol.
1]. London: John Murray, 1824. [4],vii,216,213-571. Half title. Large quarto.
Modern three-quarter calf and marbled boards, gilt, spine gilt, leather labels.
Contemporary inscription on titlepage (see below), occasional annotations in
ink and pencil. Old tideline to preliminary leaves, tideline and foxing to last fifty
leaves. Otherwise, internally clean. About very good overall.
A fine association copy given by Daniel Webster to Joseph Hopkinson, inscribed
by Hopkinson on the titlepage: “Jos. Hopkinson presented by Danl. Webster.”
Joseph Hopkinson (1770-1842), son of signer of the Declaration of Independence
Francis Hopkinson, is perhaps best known as the author of “Hail Columbia.” He
was a prominent lawyer, defending the rebels involved in the Whiskey Rebellion,
representing Benjamin Rush in a libel suit against William Cobbett, and acting as
counsel to Samuel Chase in his impeachment trial. Hopkinson would also serve
in the U.S. House from Pennsylvania, and as a District Court judge. Hopkinson
and Daniel Webster (1782-1852) had a close professional relationship, with Webster requesting Hopkinson as an associate in representing Dartmouth during the
landmark legal case of Dartmouth College v. Woodward in 1819, which cemented
the concept into U.S. law (already present in English common law) that private
charitable organizations served the public good. This decision also strengthened
the Contracts Clause and limited the power of the states to interfere with private
charters, including those of commercial enterprises. The final argument for the
plaintiffs was made by Hopkinson. This case is one of several still cited today as
the basis for the protection of corporate persons under the Constitution. Aside
from his long and important service in the U.S. House and Senate, Webster also
served as Secretary of State to Presidents William Henry Harrison, John Tyler,
and Millard Fillmore. This study of 18th century European politics and diplomacy
would have been a significant token of Webster’s esteem for Joseph Hopkinson.
This is the first volume (of two) of Russell’s (1792-1878) sweeping foreign policy
analysis of the modernizing of European politics following the Peace of Utrecht
(1713-15). The Peace was a series of treaties that allowed Philip to take the
Spanish throne in exchange for permanently renouncing his claim to the French
throne, along with guarantees that France and Spain would never merge, thus
preserving the balance of power in Europe. This is the first volume of a projected
four-volume work, only two of which were published. The first volume was published anonymously in 1824, followed by a second volume in 1829.
A fine artifact of the friendship between two giants in American law and public
affairs.
$1500.

A Fundamental Reference Work
31. Streeter, Thomas W.: [Parke Bernet Galleries, Inc.]: THE CELEBRATED
COLLECTION OF AMERICANA FORMED BY THE LATE THOMAS
WINTHROP STREETER.... New York. 1966-1971. Seven volumes plus index
volume. Numerous illustrations. Original gilt-stamped blue paper-covered boards
except index volume, which is bound in gilt blue cloth. Spines a bit sunned, as
usual, light wear. Very good.
The catalogues produced for this landmark sale of Americana are a basic requirement for a reference library on the subject. Thomas W. Streeter’s collection
was a high-water mark in the field of Americana, and this catalogue stands as a
worthy monument to his achievement – it is also extremely useful, and essential
as a reference work, including listings of 4,421 lots, most with detailed collations.
$375.

Texans Revisit the Causes of Border Troubles
32. [Texas]: INFORME DE LA COMISION PESQUISIDORA DE LA FRONTERA DEL NORTE AL EJECUTIVO DE LA UNION EN CUMPLIMIENTO
DEL ARTÍCULO 3° DE LA LEY DE 30 DE SBRE. DE 1872. MONTERREY,
MAYO 15 DE 1873. MEXICO...1874. EDICION DE “EL PORVENIR”...
INFORME DE LA COMISION PESQUISIDORA DE LA FRONTERA
DEL NORTE, AL EJECUTIVO DE LA UNION SOBRE DEPREDACIONES DE LOS INDIOS Y OTROS MALES QUE SUFRE LE FRONTERA
MEXICANA. Brownsville, Tx. 1915. 436pp. Small folio. Contemporary half
pebbled cloth and red paper-covered boards. Wear and rubbing to boards and
extremities, early tape reinforcement to hinges. A few small areas of worming
(no text affected), a few tidelines (not touching text), occasional spots of soiling
throughout, some small chips and tanning due to cheap, brittle paper. Partial
manuscript paper spine label. Good plus.
Scarce Brownsville, Texas edition of two important reports on the Mexico-Texas
border first published in 1874. The report was the product of the famed investigation
by the Mexican committee appointed to look into the charges of a U.S. commission that the majority of crimes along the Texas-Mexico border were perpetrated
by Mexicans and Indians. This report largely absolved Mexico of the blame, and
placed it on the Texas side of the border, in particular, Texas outlaws disguised as
Indians. The committee examined incidents of cattle rustling, Indian raids, and
general lawlessness along the border, and the resulting reports are some of the
most valuable sources of information on the border during the late 19th century.
The main titlepage notes that this copy “Es copia confrontada con el original”;
the second part has a separate titlepage (although the pagination is continuous)
and lists the printer as Díaz de León y White. Towards the end of the second
part are reprintings of additional reports, laws, and government declarations.
No bibliography we have consulted cites this edition, which seems to be have
been produced as a reference volume, assembling existing publications from the
commissions on both sides of the border. In any case, it is rare; only one other
copy has ever appeared at auction. OCLC locates only seven copies: Yale, the
Bancroft, University of Texas (Austin, San Antonio, and Rio Grande Valley),
Texas A&M, and Baylor.
OCLC 18597753. HOWES I33 (1874 ed. ref.). ADAMS HERD 1130 (ref). ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1108 (ref).
$1500.

roe Doctrine. The letters are particularly notable for demonstrating the views and actions of the
United States during the Peruvian
independence struggle, and showing the extent of the cooperation
between the U.S. and Great Britain less than a decade after the
conclusion of the War of 1812.
They also paint a picture of the
revolutionary actions of Simón
Bolívar in Peru, the tight grip
on the port of Callao by Spanish
stalwart José Ramón Rodil, and
the interplay of American, British,
Spanish, Chilean, and Peruvian
officials in the region.

Archive of the Monroe Doctrine in Action in Peru in the 1820s
33. [Tudor, William]: Hull, Isaac: Maling, Thomas James: [AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF FORTY-SIX LETTERS SENT TO WILLIAM
TUDOR, UNITED STATES CONSUL IN PERU, WRITTEN TO TUDOR
BY COMMODORE ISAAC HULL, BRITISH NAVAL CAPTAIN THOMAS
JAMES MALING, AND OTHERS IN PERU REGARDING THE NAVAL
BLOCKADE OF CALLAO INSTIGATED BY SPAIN IN RESPONSE TO
SIMÓN BOLÍVAR’S PERUVIAN REVOLUTION AND OTHER DIPLOMATIC MATTERS]. [Various locations, mostly Valparaiso, Chile; Callao, and
Lima. 1822-1827]. Forty-six autograph letters, signed, or manuscript letters,
signed, totaling [103]pp., some with integral address leaf. All docketed at the top
right edge of the verso of the last leaf, likely by William Tudor himself. Original
mailing folds, light toning, occasional short tears from opened wax seals. Overall
very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth folding case, spine gilt.
An important historical archive of letters received by William Tudor, almost all
while he was serving as United States Consul to Peru in Lima. The letters, from
a breadth of correspondents, reveal the range of political, cultural, military, and
legal issues faced by an American diplomat serving in a South America during a
politically volatile period, and are especially interesting for detailing American
diplomatic actions in South America in the years just after the issuance of the Mon-

William Tudor (1779-1830) was a
leading citizen of Boston, and the
son of the first judge advocate of
the Continental Army. Tudor was
a founder and first editor of the
North American Review, and helped
found the Boston Athenaeum. He
was the first Boston citizen to refer to the city as “The Athens of America” in an
1819 letter. Tudor was the U.S. Consul to Peru from 1824 to 1827, and Chargé
d’Affaires at Rio de Janeiro from 1827 until his death there in 1830.
The most prominent correspondent in this archive is Commodore Isaac Hull
(1773-1843), represented by twelve letters to William Tudor. The Hull letters
are a mixture of seven autograph letters, signed, from Hull and five manuscript
letters in a secretarial hand but signed by the Commodore. Hull’s letters report
on the naval blockade of Peru, American movements around South America, and
the struggles of Simón Bolívar’s South American independence movement, and
also touch on the ultimate defeat of the Spanish in Peru. At the time these letters were written, Hull was commander of the United States Pacific Squadron,
and the letters emanate from Hull’s flagship, the USS United States, positioned
in Callao Bay as part of a joint American-British blockade. Hull had a long and
distinguished career in the United States Navy, beginning during the Quasi War
with France, battling Barbary pirates, and commanding the USS Constitution
during the War of 1812. He went on to serve as commandant of the Washington Navy Yard, and as commander of the Mediterranean Squadron. Letters by
Hull are scarce on the market, especially in the quantity, quality, and intimacy
of content seen here.
In his first letter, on May 28, 1824, Hull writes about meeting British naval figure
Martin Guise, who was at this time serving with the Chilean Navy during the

Hull’s troubles with Rodil continue in November, when he informs Tudor that
“the crew of the China had complained to Captain Maling of the bad treatment
they had received from General Rodil, stating that they were compelled to work,
and that some of them had been severely punished.” Hull writes that he plans to
demand the release of these sailors and the ship, and if Rodil does not acquiesce,
he would “resort to reprisal and let the consequence be what it may.”

Peruvian War of Independence from Spain. Hull mentions the current blockade
in his first two letters, writing in the first: “I fear that they will not go all length
with me in the blockade; they appear disposed to allow something like a coast
blockade.” His second letter of June 8 includes more details on the efforts during
the blockade, namely that Guise is “doing what he has the authority to do from
Bolivar” and Captain Prescott “has in great measure made up his mind to submit
to the blockade of Guise even in its present form.”
Hull’s communications increase beginning in August, and he writes to Tudor on
August 21 that he must refuse his request to land U.S. Marines in Lima for the
protection of American officials, but agrees to send a “sea officer with arms” and
as many seamen as necessary “for the protection of American Citizens only” but
that they “must be kept within their houses or yards.”
In his next few letters, Hull reports on the ships Dolphin and Peacock being
routed to Valparaiso (to provide strategic defense to American shipping vessels
in the region), and asks for more information and communications from Tudor
regarding the ships Carington and Nancy condemned by Spanish General José
Ramón Rodil. In a September 11 letter, Hull states that Rodil intends to sell the
two ships, and that “it may be necessary for me to take measures that will not
please his excellency as I consider his conduct is and has been for some time hostile
towards us and cannot much longer be submitted to.” Hull also invites Tudor to
his ship to “spend the day with your friends Capt. and Mrs. Maling” who were
onboard Hull’s ship the previous night. Hull and Thomas James Maling were
fellow commanders of the American and British forces, respectively, during this
period around Peru. Maling commanded the British ship the Cambridge, which
is referenced in some of the letters here. José Ramón Rodil was commander of
the port of Callao for the Spanish government, and one of the last remaining
Spanish officials to surrender to Bolívar; he stubbornly refused to officially cede
control of Callao until 1826, when he finally gave up and returned to Spain.
On October 15, Hull writes to Tudor about the attitudes of the Spanish government “towards our commerce.” Hull fears that should the Spanish invoke “the
laws of the Indies” against American officials in Peru, then Hull and Tudor “shall
be in a bad way.” The Laws of the Indies were a series of Spanish laws dealing
with the relationship between Spain and her colonies in America; Hull is perhaps
worried here that if the Spanish government invokes these laws as a sovereign
nation, then the activities of the American government in South America would
stand in violation of that sovereignty.

In Hull’s next letter, the true nature of the extreme treatment suffered by some
Americans under Rodil is described. Hull writes a lengthy and passionate letter decrying the “injustice and cruelty of all the proceedings” which took place
during the Spanish seizure of the China. Hull can no longer “remain inactive or
insensible to the repeated wrongs of my countrymen.” He then relates how some
seamen were threatened with swords, muskets, or gallows. Hull thinks that “my
government will justify me in any measures which I shall be compelled to take to
obtain redress for the insults and wrongs which my countrymen have received, and
to prevent a repetition of them” After all, claims Hull, “there is not an American
in this country, knowing all things which have taken place, who would not be
willing to sacrifice every feeling of interest to have their rights respected....”
Hull’s last two letters come after the decisive battle at Ayacucho in early December, 1824, which effectively ended the Peruvian War of Independence in favor of
Bolívar’s forces. On December 18, Hull transmits his original correspondence
with Rodil to Tudor, presumably so that Tudor can consolidate communications
between American and Spanish officials now that Peru has won the war. Hull’s
final letter touches on duties owed by American vessels at Ancon; Hull recuses
himself from the issue in favor of Tudor, as such issues “should more properly
come before you as consul, or the merchants to whom he consigned, and I consider any interference on my part would be improper and that it is a case entirely
distinct from my duties.” After all, as a naval commander, Hull is not responsible
for imposing import and export duties related to commerce in newly-independent
ports. Hull closes by writing that the news of Peruvian independence will be “such
glorious news to the United States. It will be received with sincere pleasure by
our government and every lover of freedom and humanity.”
Also present here are seven letters from the aforementioned Thomas James Maling (plus one from his wife, Harriet) to William Tudor, all of which were written
between August and December, 1824. Captain Thomas Maling was the scion
of the Maling pottery family in England. He was commissioned into the Royal
Navy in 1791, rising to vice admiral in 1830. During his time in Peru, Maling
was captain in charge of the HMS Cambridge, which was stationed in Callao for
most of Maling’s time there. He married Harriet Darwin, daughter of Erasmus
Darwin and niece to Charles, who accompanied him to South America. Sadly,
Harriet would die in 1825 in Valparaiso, Chile. The Malings were very friendly
with William Tudor, as evidenced in the present correspondence (which includes
a friendly partial note from Harriet to Tudor, in which she chides Tudor for not
visiting their ship and offers to share with him “a good private and confidential
letter”).

In his first letter, dated August 18, Captain Maling agrees to take aboard his ship
one of Tudor’s friends, and hopes “you are all made safe & happy by the party I
have sent to guard you all at Lima.” In his second letter, on August 24, Maling
mentions that “Guise is sending another Blockading Squadron,” but that this will
be “of insufficient force to stop the trade of Europe and North America.” Maling hopes “your Commodore,” meaning Hull, agrees with him; blockades were
prevalent during this time around Peru and Chile as the various revolutions led
by and inspired by Simón Bolívar took root.
Maling’s letter of September 4 concentrates on battle news in Peru, reading, in
part: “Kelly who I believe you know of returned from the Liberator’s Army and I
believe brings us good news but he is still with Guise....There has been no second
battle, but Cantera’s army dispersed after the 6th leaving him with only 2,000
men with which he is hastening back to Cusco. It is supposed for the purpose of
raising the Indians in favor of the Young Inca they have been keeping in reserve.
The Commodore [Hull] has thought this information & what else Kelly may bring
of sufficient importance to detain the Dolphin another day....”
Three days later, Maling writes Tudor about a recent naval issue that prompted
him to write to the commanding officer of the ship “to tell him he will be made
responsible in future for the conduct or his officers & men, and I hope we shall
hear of no other instance of such impropriety, but it is by no means thought
here to be ours.” This is followed by a mention of the ship China. Maling
invites Tudor to his ship for a visit, and tells him he may have the “opportunity

of seeing a naval fight.” This letter is likely concerned with the aforementioned
troubles with the China, in which American and British sailors were mistreated
by Spanish authorities.
Maling’s October 15 letter is especially interesting, as he mentions yet another
blockade-related event: “There is an embargo on all vessels at Quilea & no communication permitted with the shore, a pretty conclusive hint where our friends
will go to when they sail from hence, if Guise, who is again sailing close in, ever
suffers them to depart in peace.”
Maling’s last two letters date from December, 1824, after Bolívar’s victory in Peru.
In his December 8 communication, he reports that “England has acknowledged
the independence of those parts of America which actually form free states.”
The implication here is clear, in that England is ready to recognize democratic
regimes, and nothing less. In his final letter, Maling writes about the slowness
in receiving news from the Peruvian government on naval matters, though he
allows for the “intoxication of success” felt by those in Peru, who had just won
their independence from Spain. Maling wishes them “so well to their cause that
I shall not quarrel with them.”
Maling’s penultimate letter alludes to the recent death of British Consul General
Thomas Edward Rowcroft. The present archive includes two letters to Tudor
from Rowcroft, who was essentially Tudor’s British counterpart in Peru. In his
first letter, dated June 19, 1824, Rowcroft writes to Tudor about the “disposi-

tions of the Viceroy on the appointment of Consuls in this Country” and on the
importance of maintaining “mutual confidential communications” between himself
and Tudor. Towards the end of 1824, on December 2, Rowcroft writes again
to Tudor, this time to ask about two English Navy vessels allegedly captured by
a ship flying “Spanish Colours” and then recaptured by Tudor’s brother-in-law
Commodore Stewart. This last letter would have been among Rowcroft’s final
communications, as he was gunned down a few days later while traveling back
from Lima after delivering letters to Thomas Maling. Rowcroft supposedly held
a pass that should have taken him safely through both the loyalist-held sections
and the Bolivar-held areas of the city. As he presented his pass to authorities
loyal to Bolivar at a checkpoint, his coach was met with a hail of bullets as it
rolled away. Rowcroft was shot in the hand and the torso and died on December
7; his death is now considered an unfortunate accident, perhaps precipitated by a
“death sentence” purposely written on his pass by loyalist officials hoping to get
Rowcroft in trouble. If this was indeed their plan, it worked.
Other letters to Tudor here include a February 20, 1824 note from John Dorr
to Tudor, in which Dorr discusses his ship Esther, which was seized by the revolutionary government in Callao, Peru. Dorr indicates that General Bolívar is
willing to “do what is possible to recover that valuable Ship & freight or ample
indemnity.” On April 18, 1824, French Dr. A.V. Brandin writes to Tudor from
Lima, informing him of a shipment of quinine for Commodore Hull and his wife
aboard the USS Franklin. Brandin allegedly founded the first medical journal in
Peru, and was apparently the first doctor to introduce quinine to South America.
In other letters in this archive, American ship captain Samuel C. Erwin writes
to Tudor on April 22, 1824 with regard to the seizure of a “case of Linnens”
by the new Peruvian government, along with a request to write directly to the
governor in Lima for relief and for a “Certificate of American Property for my
whole cargo which I have repeatedly applied for without being able to get it.”
American merchant seaman Thomas R. Gerry (son of Elbridge Gerry) writes
to Tudor from Quilca, Peru on August 18, 1824, reporting on various business
matters and providing a blistering description of Quilca, which he sums up as a
“miserable hole.” Gerry also reports on two American prisoners of war taken by
the Chilean government, one of whom he currently has on his ship the Tartar,
while the other is still held at Arica.

The present collection also includes a handful of letters from Michael Hogan,
U.S. Consul and Navy Agent at Valparaiso, Chile from 1823 until his death in
1833. Hogan’s first communication to Tudor is dated the day after Tudor took
over as consul in Peru; Hogan is “anxious” but “hopes for the best” for Tudor in
his new position. In June 1824, Hogan sends a short report to Tudor on political
maneuverings in Valparaiso, where General Pinto was to be appointed “supremo.”
One of his letters from July 28, 1824 reports on political struggles within Chile,
where a Constitution had just been “amicably” voted down, the Senate dissolved,
General Wager appointed director and General Pinto as prime minister until a
new Congress was convened in three months. Another letter from Hogan, dated
August 9, 1824, includes information on the Chilean government’s efforts to sell
church property “for the publick good.” This was a standard practice in the postcolonial governments in South America, who often converted church artifacts of
silver and gold into new coinage. In this same letter, Hogan reports that Chilean
officials will soon forbid the importation of flour in favor of the “great landholders” in Chile who plan to produce their own “breadstuffs.”
Other communications to Tudor involve letters of introduction for new merchant
ship captains, an appeal by William Wetmore regarding shipping declarations
made to General Rodil in Callao, two short letters from U.S. consul to Peru
James Prevost in Callao regarding permissions from the new Peruvian government (Prevost would die in Lima on March 5, 1825), and a handful of letters in
Spanish from local officials, one of which dated Feb. 12, 1826 mentions mining
in Lima (“metales de plata” and “metales ricos un espia”).
There are also two letters written to Tudor before his time in Peru. One, dated
July 7, 1822 from Thomas Dawes in Boston, relates to a pamphlet Tudor wrote
on Thomas Paine. The other is an October 30, 1822 “Declaration and Protest”
from a U.S. schooner called the Dolphin, claiming unlawful seizure and false imprisonment by Peruvian officials in Callao; this document was perhaps inherited
by Tudor when he arrived in Lima. There is even an intriguing partial manuscript
which seems to be part of a confidential report on English government and their
public attitudes towards the United States, mentioning a debate in the House of
Commons regarding “peace or war with America.”
In total, these to William letters shine a rare spotlight on the American intervention in Peru and on the international political and economic machinations
in South America during the 1820s. The archive provides a stark picture of
American enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine, which President Monroe had
just elucidated in his State of the Union Address on December 2, 1823. Spanish
actions in Peru in the 1820s were seen as a violation of this new foreign policy
stance by the United States, particularly the tenet covering European colonial
involvement in the Western Hemisphere. Of course, the Monroe Doctrine also
served American economic interests in South America, which certainly motivated
events such as the American blockade of Callao, and the dispersal of the Dolphin
and the Peacock to other South American ports.
An outstanding collection of American diplomatic correspondence from an important moment in South American history.
$27,500.

William Safire’s Copy
34. Webster, Noah: A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS AND FUGITIV [sic]
WRITINGS. ON MORAL, HISTORICAL, POLITICAL AND LITERARY
SUBJECTS. Boston: I. Thomas and E.T. Andrews, 1790. xvi,414pp. Modern half
calf and marbled boards with early calf corners laid down on the outer corners,
spine gilt, leather label. Leather bookplate of William Safire on front pastedown,
with a handful of marginal pencil notations in the text, likely in his hand. Mild
offsetting on titlepage, minor toning. Overall very good.
Noted grammarian and pundit William Safire’s copy of the first collection of Noah
Webster’s writings, demonstrating the broad reach of the pioneering lexicographer’s genius. Webster’s essays touch a variety of topics, from the new constitution to the practical reasons why marriage between cousins is discouraged. Of
particular note is the presence of many words that are spelled phonetically, such as
“Guvernment,” “Skools,” and “Karacter.” This editorial decision was in keeping
with Webster’s growing desire to simplify language and qualify it in American, as
opposed to British, ways by dispensing with unnecessary vowels and misleading
consonant pairings (such as “ch” for “k”).
The language experiments played out
here demonstrate an important step in
Webster’s development as lexicographer,
which would culminate in the publication
of Webster’s famous dictionary nearly
forty years later, in 1828.
A charming Webster item, with a notable
linguistics-related provenance, having
been owned by William Safire, the preeminent popular language and grammar
expert of the 20th century. Safire was
an author, journalist, and speechwriter
who wrote the long-running column
“On Language” for the New York Times.
An attractive copy by the foundational
American language expert, owned by the
most notable public expert on language
in 20th-century America.
NAIP w030387. EVANS 23053. SKEEL
745. BRINLEY SALE 7292. HOWES
W203. ANB 22, pp.874-75.
$2000.

